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Task Objectives

-li The purpose of this research program was to develop and demonstrate a system

capable of detecting and monitoring the leakage of electromagnetic (EM)

energy through cracks, slits, or other openings in a shielded enclosure.

Central to this work was the correlation of leakage detection and monitoring

~~ with structu. 'al deformation. An assumed system constraint limited the

placement of any monitoring hardware to the source side of a slit or opening

(i.e. the placement of all hardware was limited to 'the >xterior of a

stricture while predicting and/or detecting the EM leakage to the exterior

0 of that structure).

,.N -~Technical Problems

The proposed system required the de.elopment and integration of special

4, hardware and signal processing algorithms. The hardware specifications were

primarily determined by the minimum crack dimension to be detected. The

hardware dependence on the crack size followed from the expectation that thee crack dimension should be a portion of a wavelength at the highest test

frequenuy in free space. To detect leakage through small cracks,

time-domain EM techniques with broadband test signals rich in high frequency

-, ~.content offer many practical advantages. The need for high frequency test

I signals led to the following requirements:



1. Development of a broadband transient EM source and
antennas to examine the unknown structure.

2. Development of a broadband transient data acquistion
system.

3. Development of the signal processing techniques required
to detect the change in a crack structure that allows EM
leakage.

*4. Integration of the EM source and data acquisition hardware
Sto allow automated measurements to be performed.

.General Methodology

An electrically large ground plane with a slit in the center was used as

-2 the test fixture. Transmit and receive antennas were mounted on

opposite sides of the crack. A broadband EM source was used to excite

the transmit antenna, thus launching a wave traveling across the crack

to be interrogated. The second antenna received the signal from the

transmitter. This received signal was modified by the presence of aI crack. The received signal was then processed to characterize the crack
and to determine if the crack structure had changed.

The crack structure was modeled using numerical techniques to develop a

data base for evaluating leakage measurements. Two models were

developed that differed in approach and application. One model, the

traveling wave line source model, assumed a short monopole radiating in

the presence of a finite thickness ground plane. The second model, the

momient method model, assumed only that the transmit and receive antennas

were much -thinner then they were leng, however it was restricted to an

infinitesimally thin ground plane. The numerical model used Jepended on
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the configuration of the test structure.

A broadband FM source was exploited to generate fields in the near

vicinity of a crack. These fields were used to investigate the nature

of the crack and its surrounding structure. The frequency range of

"interest for this program was from 8 GHz to 18 GHz. Three distinct

methods were used to generate the required broadband signals:

%'.

1. The sourcs was generated by illuminating the transmit
antenna with a short duration, high intensity laser beam.
This high intensity illumination caused thermionic
emission; the effect of the thermionic emission was the
same as a transient current monopole at the target
surface. The bandwidth generated was proportional to one
over the pulse duration. An infrared laser with a pulse
duration of 30 picoseconds (ps) was used to generate
bandwidths up to 20 GHz (the theoretical limit is 33 GHz).
The short transient pulse generated by the laser was used
to perform time-domain measurements and frequency-domain .
measurements. The laser induced signal had a large
component of random noise which was removed through signal
"processing. However, the laser had a repetition rate of
only 10 Hz which made signal processing a time consuming
task.

"2. A solid state pulser was also used to drive the transmit
antenna. The pulser generated an electrical pulse that
was similar to that generated by the laser. The solid
state pulser was able to generate frequencies up to 12

GHz, however more signal processing could be done in a
shorter time since the solid state pulser has a high
"repetition rate (up to 10 KHz).

3. The frequency-domain continous wave (CW) source was also

used to drive the transmit antenna directly. The CW
source was a low noise variable frequency signal
generator, thus eliminating much of the reed for signal
processing.

The method of acquisition of the received signal was dependent on the

type of source that was iriving the transmitter. If the laser or the

pulser was ased, a time-domain sampler was needed. Two types of

,% - - - -
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time-domain samplers were used. The firot sampler was a real time

acquisition system (bandwidth limited to 1 GHz), the second was a

repetitive sampling system (bandwidth limited to 14 GHz). A niew sampler

design was developed as part of this research program; this saampler

design exploited ultra-fast optically sensitive switches. Practical

implementation of this single transient sampler was limited by the

achieved electrical and optical characteristics of photoconducting

switches fabricated with amorphous silicon, gallium arsenide, indium

phosphide, and galluim antimonide (this sampler is discussed in detail

in the Procedures and Findings sections of this report). When the

transmitter source was the CW signal generator, a data acquisition

system such as a network analyzer was used.

Technical Results

The successful detection of small structurf' openings 'aas been

demonstrat;ed using electromagnetic fields to probe an unknown crack

structure. Using EM fields, with frequency components from 2 GHz to 18

GHz, crack dimensions as small as 0.020 inch were detected. This

resolution was limited by the data acquisition system and the mechanical

tolerances of the test structure. With higher test frequencies and

better measurement hardware this resolution should be improved. The

crack detection has-been accomplished using time-domain reflectomety

J-TDR-)'and frequency-domain analysis. The besT measured reso?.ution to

date was obtained with frequency-domain (CW) techniques.
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. , The numuribtal models of tho crack structure produced calculated data

that aiFree •*jl with the muasured data; the numerical models also

!7reýiict fi.ld levels on the exterior of the structure. Using the

•ri "s reuilt fro'u tbe models, it vf•z possible to determi-ie in -idvance if a

given cra " size could be d,'ected with the existing hardware. In

* ad-iltior, when th, nz)asured oa.ta were correlated with the predicted data

"9• it was po-1i." to determinite thi leekage level that existed outside the

.structur.o Thin lati.r step vas .ouportant in that it allows exterior

Sleakage levelt "Lo be calculated with all instrumentation mounted insidc.

the strJ4ctur,-.

The broadband excitatio.f. of the transmit antenna has been demonstrated

u using the laser induged transient pulse, the solid state electronic

pulser, and the C(k, signal generator. The primary livitations of the

2sjer excitation method was the low repetition rate (io Hz), the

"H ::pulse-to-bulse amplitude instability (greater than 5%), and the random

"L .- noise generated by the plasma at the target surface. To reduce the

effects of the instability and the random noise, a large amount of

signal processing was requirFd. Because of the low repetition rate of

F, the laser, a large amount of time was required to perform the necessary

signal processing. This problem will be less severe when improved

Lsampling hardware is available that allows single-shot transient signals

"11 ~.to be recorded with bandwidths up to 18 GHz. When the solid state

pulser was used as the transient source to drive the transmit antenna,

,. the bandwidth was limited to approximately 12 GHz. This bandwidth was

less than desired, but was adequate for the laboratory demonstration of

ON,--"" ~W
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the system operation. The pulser was able to operate with a repetition

rate of 10 K~z, therefore allowing the computer to perform a large

amount of signal processing in a ,hort time period. A CW signal

generator was also used to excite the transmit antenna. This *as done

by stepping the CW scurce over the frequency range from 2 GHz to 18 GHz;

the frequency step size was a variable that ranged from 10 MHz to 2 GHz.

A broadband transient sampling device was proposed and a basic desi.gn

developed. This sampler would be optically switched and be capable of

digitizing a transient signal with bandwidths as high as 18 GHz. The

sampler would convert the spatial distributionl of a signal traveling on

a transmission line into a temporal. waveform. This would be

accomplished by placing switches, connected to "hold" circuitry, at an

even spacing along the transmission line. The switches would then be

strobed at the same instant in time. The effective sampling time would

then be the switch separation divided by 'he propagation velocity of the

signal. The fabrication of the proposed sampler was limited by the

availabilty of optically sensitive switches.

Important Findings And Conclusions

The detection of small structural openings has been demonstrated using

electromagnetic fields. The smallest crack that was reliably detected

was 0.020 inches. It was felt that smaller cracks could be detected

with the existing system if a test structure with better mechanical

tolerances was used. This resolution was also limite, by the data

"A
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acquisition system and the highest test frequency used to probe the

crack.

The results from the numerical models were used to correlate measured

P data with predicted data. When the measured and calculated data wero

correlated, the leakage levels exterior to the structure could be

'', U predicted. The numerical models could predict the changes in the field

,8 levels for a given change in the crack dimension. Using the calculated

j changes in the field intensity, it was possible to determine the

hardware measurement accuracy required to detect a given size crack.

The models also provided some insight into the field structure as a$-function of crack geometry. This knowledge will allow identification of

optimal discriminants for monitoring crack structures.

US Snficant Hardware Developments

An integrated system utilizing EM techniques for automatically detecting

, changes in a given crnck has been developed. The system was developed

as a laboratory demonstration unit. A field worthy system could be

* developed using the same functional design as the laboratory

demonstration system.

Optically sensitive switches have been fabricated using four different

materials. To date these switches have not met the specifications

needed for their intended application. Because of the performance of

the switches that have been fabricated the proposed sampler has not been

N" i
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broadband signals. The optically sensitive switch technology should

offer a possible solution t~o the data acquisition problem. A3 such,

* further research and development of this technology should prove

* valuable.

, 1 
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9 . INTRODUCTION

Experimental methods and techniques that can be used to design transient

$4 (broadband) electromagnetic sources have been developed over the past few

years. Using optical techniques a target can be excited with an approximate

* impulse in time with high spatial selectivity corresponding to a point

* source on the target. This souron, induced by laser irradiation, is

A electromagnetically equivalent to a basic elemental transient current

monopole. Electromagnetic interference is minimized, and no electrical

connections are required between the target and an external source. Since

the current moment vector of the monopole can be controlled very accurately,

the visualization of this source as a small, transient current element or

dipole antenna located at a selected point on the target with a chosen

* vector direction is intuitively helpful. From a raathematical perspective,

this source corresponds approximately to an impu.lsive source in both space

* and time; hence, the response of the target to this type excitation will be

related to the Green's function of the target. Knowledge of the Green's

function for a target geometry allows calculation of the target response to

arbitrary excitation by superposition for linear systems.

r Development of this new technology will substantially enhance our current

capability in high resolution electromagnetic measurements on targets for

analysis of edges, corners and hot spots, in the measurement of the

permittivity and permeabiflity of classes of materials, particularly at high

frequencies (greater than 16 GHz), in the investigation of mutual coupling

among electromagnetic structures common to a single vehicle, and in the



investigation of electromagnetic leakage through very small structural

openings. In addition, this experimental diagnostic tool can be used to

guide and validate modeling and analysis in the resonance regions of a

target where present numerical techniques encounter difficulties.

The purpose of this research program was to investigate methods for

detecting and monitoring the leakage of electromagnetic energy through

cracks, slits, or other small opAnings in a shielded enclosure.

Instrumentation for accomplishing th;. technical objectives will be housed

and should be compatible with other hardware within the enclosure. Central

to this work was the correlation of leakage detection and/or monitoring with

structural deformation. The frequency range of interest spans both X and

Ku bands, i.e., 8 to 18 GHz. The waveform measurement problem then lies in

the picosecond range when considered in ,,le time domain. From the

perspective of the frequency domain, the herdware, such as a network

analyzer, for monitoring electromagnetic leakage is commercially available

but tends to be large in size and measurement methods require relatively

long times for broadband investigations. In this research, extensive

measurements in both the time and frequency domains were made; but, in

terms of projected applications, emphasis was placed on time domain

techniques and instrumentation development.

Figure 1 elucidates the technical issues pertinent to solving this

measurement problem. A short trensient pulse can propagate along a

transmission line to a short monopole antenna mounted in a large groun,

plane as depicted. If the rad'oted pulse duration is less than the distance

N
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Small --,it comparable
to half wavelength at
X or, KU band

* 9, ~~~~Monopole~'~~~Mnpl

BroadbandTrnmiso
Line

ýN Received Pulse Transmitted Pulse (Very Short)

FIGURE 1. CONCEPTUAL ARRANGEM4ENT FOR IDENTIFYING THE ESSENTIAL
FEATURES OF THE EM LEAKAGE PROBLEM
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divided by the pulse velocity on the ground plane, +he transmitting antenna

can also be used to receive the reflected waveform from the slit edges free

of interference. By acquisition of the radiated, the reflected, and the

transmitted waveforms in real time, the occurrence of electromagnetic

leakage through the slit can be ascertained. While similar in geumetry to

standard single-mode transmission-reflection experiments, the interpretation

of measured results requires considerable analysis due to the expanding

wavefront along the edge of the crack and the proximity of the crack with

the transmit/receive antennas. Practical geometries also include a ground 1

characteristics. The actual characterization of the crack

electromagnetically over a broad frequency range was accomplished by Fourier

* transformation of the time waveforms and comparison with a detailed model of

the crack structure. Alternatively, time domain reflectometry was used to.

* obtain dimensional information on the crack. J2

*4446

The measurement systerr can be used to detect signals reflected from each

electrical discontinuity subject to sensitivity and time resolution

limitations. For example, the thickness of the ground plane (or penetration

of electromagnetic energy into the crack for finite thickness conducting

* sheets) and the width of the slit can be determined from the relative timing

of reflected pulses provided these electrical field pulses can be acquired

in real time.

The technical aspects of this research program considered difficult to

realize were:%I
.:..:.-: 'K:..Ž ý %..
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1. Development of a transient source for broadband excitation
- •of interesting electromagnetic geometries,

S2. Development of a measurement system for real time
acqaisition of transient field pulses to preserve the high
frequency, Ku band, information content, and

4..' .>• 3. Devolopment of a detailed mathematical model of the crack
structure with transmit/receive antennas in close
proximity.

In laboratory breadboard experiments, methods and techniques for

detection and monitoring of electromagnetic leakage through small

•- Cstructural openings were demonstrated with good agreement between

iweasured and calculated results.

-i

L-a,

-,.,

4.3
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"RESEARCH BACKGROUND

* - Program Objectives

This research program was designed to lead to a laboratory

proof-of-principle" demonstration for the detection and monitoring of

S""electromagnetic (EM) leakage through small structural openings in the

frequency range between 8 GHz and 18 GHz. Developm• .t of experimental

methods and techniques for EM leakage detection through small openings and

their practical implementation in hardware were central to this research

effort. The experimental work was supported by analyses of the EM field

*i structure both within and near electrically small structural openings. A

* comparison of theory and measurement was made to gain an improved physical

insight. In addition, the analyses were designed to delineate and identify

discriminants for detection of EM leakage.

•, •An integral part of this research was the development of methods and
%I,N techniques for generating and receiving picosecond EM waveforms. The

generation of these waveforms involved laser induced transient excitation of

-,. EM structures with major emphasis on broadband signal generation with
4 ".9

"minimal interference and noise contamination. Program requirements demanded

P experimental operation at a level equal to or exceeding the current

- state-of-the-art.

Acquisition of transient waveforms with preservation of high frequency

N ~ content was required for successful detection and/or monitoring of EM

6-.
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leakage through practical structural openings. Thus, an objective of this

research was to develop a signal acquisition system capable of operating up

to 18 GHz. By combination of this signal acquisition system with the

appropriate signal processing techniques, the first phase of this research

program was to culminate in a laboratory demonstration of improved

capability in the detection/monitoring of high frequency EM leakage through

very small structural openings.

Existin Technology Versus Requirements

A. Transient Sources

Time-domain metrology techniques and hardware have been developed primarily '.

for material measurements up to approximately 16 GHz [1]. The measurement

geometry consists of an elaborate repetitive transient source exciting an

air-filled waveguide network with the sample located in the waveguide

structure. Modern pulse generation techniques are restricted to frequencies

below approximately 30 GHz with conventional hardware. In most applications

of transient sources, considerable care must be accorded the EM interference

problem and the radiative inefficiency of most antennas for baseband pulses.

In many cases the presence of such a source can significantly alter the

local EM geometry. Thus electrical interference can be detrimental to

precise measurements unless proper attention is given to its control.

Utilization of ultrasho"t optical pulses provides several methods for

generating electrical pulses having durations and amplitudes which are

) .- 2

- - 4 4~ .A.. ~9 A ,. .2 .. . .°



j unobtainable by conventional electrical techniques [2]. One method of

I . target excitation used laser induced thermionic emission to create a

transient current monopole at a point on the surface of the target. With a

1 ma duration, 1.06 micron laser pulse, target excitations with spectral

content exceeding one 0Hz have been routinely accomplished [3,4]. Basic

2 ~experiments with conduc Lng targets demonstrate the EM equivalent of this

source excitation to be a transient current monopole directed inwardly alongI: the normal to the target surface. Recent experimental results suggest that

bandwidths in the range from 6 to 10 0Hz are possible with this simple

S techniqvue. Excitation frequencies up to 50 GHz should be achievable with

.4

~ ultrashort laser pulses of 20 ps duration. Laser induced transient

.\ excitation of non-metallic targets can be realized by placing a tiny metal

post in close proximity to the surface of the target without contaminating

the EM geometry if direct optical illumination of the target itself is

Nil unsatisfactory.

This basic research data for designing broadband transient sources was vital

to the adaptation, of laser induced excitation into a practical time-domain

EM source for investigation of EM leakage through structural openings.

SB. Transient Measurements

1. Real-Time Continuous Measurements: The state-of-the-art
for temporal resolution in electric field real-time

N A measurements is approximately 50 ps with a sensitivity of
approximately 150 mv/cm utilizing a traveling wave cathode

ray tube incorporating a channel plate electron multiplier
[5). Commercially available instrumentation for real-time
"electric field measurements are limited to time
resolutions of approximately 100 ps with sensitivities of

Sethe orwter of a volt per meter. This temporal resolution

corresponds to a distance resolution of approximately 3 cm

*-utahr lae-uleNf 0p-urto.*ae ndcdtrnin
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which is not adequate for the purposes of this program.
With commercially available transient digitizers
interfaced with a computer, single transients can be
acquired in real-time with harmonic content up to
approximately 1.7 GHz with extensive data processing
(software bandwidth extension).

2. Real-Time Sampled Measurements: Real-time electric field
sampled measurement describes the acquisition of multiple
samples from a single transient signal occurrence.

* "Neither multiple sampling with a single low repetition
"rate sampling gate and signal replication nor multiple
sampling with a single high repetition rate sampling gate
have been successfully used to acquire transients in the -

picosecond range. Substantial work has been done using
multiple amplitude discriminators, but the time resolution
required in studying EM leakage through real-time
measurements does not appear achievable with present
hardware.

5. Equivalent-Time Measurements: Equivalent-time measurement
methods require multiple occurrences of the signal to
acquire the waveform. Equivalent-time sample measurements
may be accomplished in three ways: (I) amplitude
discrimination, (2) sequential sampling, and (3) random
sampling. In the former an amplitude discriminator is
biased to an amplitude reference level. When the signal
valvA rises to the reference level, the discriminator
abruptly switches state and stops a time interval meter
whose start time is synchronized to the signal
occurrences. The reference level and the time interval
corresponds to one point on the pulse waveform. The
discrimination reference level was the known part of the
sampled data coordinate and the measurement provides the
time coordinate. The sampled data output consists of the -

discrete time value corresponding to specified signal
amplitude levels. One channel of data storage is required
to store the signal sampled time values. In the
sequential sampling mode, the time coordinate of a given
sample is known and is specified through time base
electronic circuits which can be designed to provide

. uniform (periodic) or nonuniform (aperiodic) sampling
"intervals, each sample being taken successively at a later
time coordinate of the signal. The sampled data storage
system then stores only signal amplitude information as
the time of each sample is predetermined in relation to
"the start of the signal. In the random sampling mode,
"both time and amplitude data are simultaneously acqui-ed
and stored. This particular method zequires two Ita
storage channels and is a more complex system. However,
the additional complexity provides for some remarkable
capabilities since, in general, the method does not
require any synchronization between the signal and the
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sampling commands, nor does it require a signal channel
delay line. For electrical pulse measurements, commercial
systems using equivalent-time sequential sampling and
random sampling have been used to achieve time resolution
of approximately 20 ps. Thus utilization of this
instrumentation in a straightforward manner to investigate
EM leakage through structural openings will require the

- development of a reproducible, repetitively pulsed
transient source with frequency content extending above 18
Gilt (20 ps duration).

The problem of detecting and monitoring EM leakage at frequencies up to

18 GHz lies just beyond the state-of-the-art in the generation and

real-time measurement of transient waveforms. As outlined above, recent

technological developments in optics and transient generation suggest

reasonable approaches to the solution of these problems. Laser induced

transient excitation of conducting structures provides a practical

* method for producing broadband EM fields with frequency content up to,

and past, 20 GHz. With the construction of a high repetition rate

transient source, commercially available sampling equipment would handle

the measurement requirements for EM leakage detection.

With a low repetition rate transient source, the major problem

confronting this research program was the development of hardware and

techniques to acquire the electrical transient field with a sufficient

bandwidth to preserve its informational content at frequencies up to 18

Gilt.
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Proposed Solution

Accomplishment ofT program objectives required research in the

development of both transient sources and receivers. In work on a

broadband, transient source, a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser would be used to

irradiate one (or more) antenna structures on either side of the

structural opening. This optical illumination of the antenna wouldj

P induce a transient current monopole on the conducting sheet without

* . external electrical connections. For a laser pulse wid~th of

approximately 30 ps and energy of approximately one millijoule, a

- ~broadband transient source with fr~equency content up to 33 0Hz should be

achievable. A mode-locked laser with this energy specification can

operate at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. This laser induced transient

excitation would be used as a tool for the investigation of EM leakage

through structural openings.

12

In response to the need for improved transient acquisition capability,

research on an ultra-fast single transient acquisition device was

conducted. This device was designed to consist of an array of optically

controlled switches arranged in a carefully designed transmission line

geometry with extreme care given to impedance matching and minimal pulse

waveform distortion. The purpose of this research was to fabricate a

single transient sampler with effective bandwidth capabilities to

approximately 20 0Hz.

W An ultrafast single transient acquisition device would use optically
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sensitive photoconductive switches. Candidate materials for the

• ,photoconductive switihes include amorphous silicon [6], amorphous

gallium antimonide, gallium arsenide[7], indium phosphide [8], and

cadmium selenide [9] . After evaluation of the switching speeds, optical

efficiency, and the ratio of switch resistance under optical irradiation

relative to dark resistance, the best material would be fabricated in a

"strip-line transmission geometry for characterization as an ultra-fast

, sampler.

",4

4. In this first phase o± research, the best available components would be

integrated into an automated instrumentation system to demonstrate

"proof-of-princip-.e" experiments for the detection and monitoring of EM

"radiation leakage through small structural openings.

%'
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PROCEDURE

"The overall strategy of this program was to develop a system to detect

the presence of a crack in a perfectly conducting ground plane. An

imposed constraint that all measurement hardware be located on the

interior side of the geometry (the side which had the electromagnetic

A isource which might be leaking to the exterior side) was observed. This

"4 research issue was approached by first collecting as much empirical and

I analytical data concerning electromagnetic radiation in and near narrow

• 'slits as possible. This compilation of data was performed to find a

method or methods for predicting changes in crack geometry from changes

__ in measured electromagnetic field strengths. Because it was known from

the start of the program that this research would be near the boundaries

of several technological limitations, somewhat parallel research

initiatives were implemented concurrently on several facets of this

problem.

This section of the report summarizes the approaches used in addressing

i 4>the tachnical issues of this research program. Four topics are

highlighted; one is theoretical, the others are experimental. The

a ,theoretical topic is the investigation of electromagnetic field

1 "structures in narrow cracks. Only the method of approach is outlined in

this section of the report but a detailed derivation is given in

* •Appendix A. In the disnussion of the three jxperimental topics,

electromagnetic instrumentation, waveform processing, and

proof-of-principle experiments, the laboratory approaches are

Vi V. -
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identified. Some findings, by way of examples of measured results are

given in this section but the significant findings are given in the next

Z" section of this report.

Electromagnetic Field Structure Analysis

An effort was initiated at the start of this program to examine

theoretical electromagnetic field behavior in and near a narrow slit.

The method to be employed should 1) be applicable over a wide frequency q

band (d.c. to 18 GHz), 2) allow application to a slit in a ground plane

of finite thickness, 3) allow transmitting and receiving monopoles to be

placed on the surface in the vicinity of the slit, and 4) be amenable to

frequency and time-domain examination. The second requirement was

with zero thickness; the third was important because the customary

incident plane-wave approach could not be used. The approach taken

combined two well-known theoretical electromagnetic techniques: the

integration of a spectrum of traveling waves to model a point source,

and a transmission line model for the interaction with -the slit. These

two methods used together allowed a solution which satisfied the four

conditions stated above.

Figure 2 shows the basic geometry to be modeled. A transmitting antenna

was placed a distance "a" from an infinitely long crack in a ground

plane with finite thickness. A receiving antenna was placed a distance

"b" from the crack on the other half-plane (the two antennas can be on
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the same side of the slit or on opposite sides of the ground plane).

The slit had width "w" and the ground plane thickness was "d". This

* structure was immersed in an infinite medium with permittivity and

permeability of free space. The antenna dimensions were variable as

shown.

Modeling of the crack was accomplished using the method presented by

* Harrington and Auckland in their 1980 paper "Electromagnetic

Transmission Through Narrow Slots in Thick Conducting Screens" [9]. The

approach given in this paper, which considers only plane-wave incidence,

starts by matching all the fields in the apertures and using a moment

method technique to match all required boundary conditions, The field

equations presented in the paper are simplified by specializing them to

A ~ narrow slots, which forces all TM muodes to be cut off. This

4specialization will make the solution valid only for narrow slots. The

* magnetic field is now constant in the crack and polarized parallel to

the crack. The resulting scalar equation.- whic~h must be solved are

analogous to the familiar transmission line equationts.

The restriction of Harrington and Auckland's analysis to plane-wave

incidence on the slit must be overcome to address geometries relevant to

this research such as short monopole antennas in the vicinity of the

.4 slit. The case of ground plane mounted transmit and receive monopoles

with a narrow slit in their near fields is a very complex

three-dimensional problem. However, this three-dimensional geometry can

* be simplified to a series of two-dimensional problems by expressing the
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effect of the transmitting antenna as a continuous spectrum of traveling

wave sources as depicted in Figure 3. The line source was placed a

"distance "a" from the slit (as was the transmitting antenna) and was

polarized in the direction orthogonal to the ground plane. Figure 3

"shows the two fundamental reasons for employing this type of source.

First, the source itself is in the near-field of the slit so effects of

. (• waves that are not planar can be studied. Second, with the line source

parallel to the crack there is no variation in the z-direction; the

original three-dimensional problem has been reduced to a two-dimensional

-:: , problem. In fact, the line source did have periodic variation in the

z-direction, i.e. exp(jaz) variation, but this variation was treated

"i algebraically in the same manner as the time phasor factor, exp(jwt), is

treated in classical electrical engineering theory.

It was necessary for there to be a method of transforming from the

I traveling wave line source to the short monopole. The procedure used

was completely analogous to Fourier Tranform techniques in circuit

theory where the response of a given circuit to a short pulse may be

desired. The response as a function of frequency (for all frequencies)

would first be calculatei, then an integration would be performed along

the frequency axis, with the desired weighting (or Fourier coefficients)W.

% .to find the timi response to the proposed short input pulse. In the

present problem, this transformation was accomplished by a spatial

Fourier Transform technique. Contributicns from a spectrum of traveling

wave line sources with different propagation constants were summed in

the proper manner to model a single monopole. The line source had

[ .,.• -. •-•.• • -.. .•.-. .... - - -S.. ....................... •...•......,-,.,.- .. .- . .. .,.-. -.-
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propagation constant 8,which became the variable of integration when it

was appropriate to change from the traveling wave line source to a

single thin source with current flowing orthogonal to the ground plane.

Conceptually, the method was the following: the entire derivation

p performed by Harrington and Auckland was followed but with the incident

field being caused by a traveling wave source with propagation constant

s4 rtethnbaple-wave. Mathematical relations analogous to

those in H{arrington and Auckland's paper were found. For example, the

' '' sine and cosine functions used in the transmission line equations were

replaced by the corresponding nyperbolic sine or cosine. The incident

mild fields were written with Hankel or modified Bessel function behavior

rather than with plane wave behavior. Once these relationships (which

were all functions of the traveling wave propagation constant, $) were

found, an integration was performed along 6 in the manner required to

force the traveling wave sources to appear as a single vertical

monopole. The final 'esult was the electric field at some test point in

~ or near the crack due to an infinitesimally small current monopole on

the surface of the ground plane in the vicinity of the crack.

S - The mathematically complex part of the above operation was the

integration along 8, sp~cifically when S was equal to the free space

propagation constant, k, the radian frequency divided by the free space

SLA propagation velocity. At that point on the S axis, a singularity

N existed which had to be handled mathematically in the standard fashion

[10]. Appendix A contains the derivation for the electric field and an
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explanation of the integration along a including the handling of the

singularity.

One more step was required in the modeling of the actual physical

geometry. When the above steps were completed the source was a small

current element rather than an actual. antenna with finite length. Two

epproaches were followed. First, a simple circuit model was used but it

A was found to be lacking in accuracy at high frequency. Second, a moment

method program was used to generate the input impedances for shortJ

monopoles over the range of frequencies of interest.

A method v- found, however, for testing the accuracy of the model and

the implen. ;ed computer code which was independent of the antennas.

The results confirming the validity of the approach are given in the

Findings nectiý of this report.

A second moment method program was written to model the effects of the

finite length of the transmit and receive antennas. The only assumption

about tiie antennas was a large length to diameter ratio. The results of

this program served as a check for experimental measurements. They were

also used to generate input impedance parameters to allow finite length

antennas to replace the infinitesimal monopoles used in the program that

models the finite thickness ground plane effects. This program was able

to accurately predict these input impedance parameters. Additionally,

the program, was able to predict the voltage transfer characteristics

between two monopoles mounted in a ground plane. The Findings section
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of this report contains the comparison between measured and calculated

data.

The moment method program is being expanded to include the effects of

the alit in the ground plane ar'd to also include the time response

between the transmit and receive antenna. However, the model will be

limited to an infinitesimally thin ground plane. This latter

restriction is necessary because the numerical calculations become too

intensive in time and computer meruory when the ground plane has finite

thickness. This restriction may not be a serious limitation for simple

crack structure where the ground plane is electrically thin.

A theoretical study was conducted which considered transient radiation

over a ground plane. It gave excellent insight into the phenomena which

could be expected. One concern, which this analysis brought to light,

= was an expected low signal to noise ratio caused by geometrical

radiation loss between two ground plane mounted monopole antennas. Both

r~a have isotropic radiation patterns azimuthally and sine patterns in

elevation. One way of overcoming this problem was to place a second

ground plane above the ground plane which held the antennas and

contained the narrow alit. The geometrical losses due to radiation away

from the primary ground plane would be greatly reduced. This

arrangement was used in initial studies to facilitate meaningful data

acquisition. This analysis, which was critical in giving

pre-experimental insight into i;he electromagnetic geometry, is included

as Appendix C of this report.
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Electromagnetic Instrumentation

In the laboratory many different techniques were explored for their

applicability to the present problem. As originally conceived, a high-

power, short duration laser pulse would be used to excite a very short

(in space and time) monopole of current which contained a very rich

spectral content in the range between 8 GHz and 18 GHz. A laser capable

of exciting this monopole was purc~hased, the phenomenon was realized,

and meaningful measurements were made. As the research program

progressed, however, other techniques were pursued in order to allow the

compilation of information from other approaches. The laser approach

allowed investigation of the problem in the time-domain,and utilization

of available network analysis equipment permitted alternative

frequency-domain measurements to be made. This portion of the report,

4 therefore, separates laboratory instrumentation according to whether its

primary function was in the time-domain or frequency-domain.

Time-Dom~ain Instrum~entation

The laser used to generate the short electromagnetic pulse on a

* conducting target was a Quantel Nd:YAG mode-locked laser (wavelength

1.06 microns) with an output pulse of 30 picosecorA duration and 60 mJ

energy at a 10 Hz repetition rate. Initially, the instrument which read

the output signal from the receive antenna was a Tektronix 791 2AD

Transient Digitizer. This instrument was used because of its ability to

capture and digitize a single shot event in the time-domain. Its
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limitation, in the context of the present program, was its inherent

bandwidth jf I GHz. The 7912 was capable of capturing the output pulse

- but it could not resolve the rise-times associated with the input pulse

• .j. generated by the laser induced microwave excitation. There is currently

no commercially available instrument capable of performing this task.

Therefore, this research program required the design, implementation,

and teoting of a single-shot transient sampling device capable of

capturing the inherent rise time of the laser pulse and therefore

information in the frequency-domain to 18 GHz.

A functional block diagram of the single-shot sampler which was designed

during this program is shown in Figure 4. This sampler would convert

the spatial resolution of a signal propagating along a transmission line

(as shown in the upper left of Figure 4) into the time-domain (as shown

"in the lower right part of Figure 4) by strobing the sampling

"photoconductive switches at the same instant in time with an ultra short

laser pulse. The optical paths from the laser to each switch would be

matched to insure that all switches were engaged simultaneously. Each

_* sampling unit would then record the signa) voltage on the line at its

respective position. A charge, which was proportional to the voltage,

would be stored on a capacitor which was buffered by a high impedance,

low bias amplifier. The photoconductive switch would trap the charge on

the capacitor by returning to a high impedance after the light pulse is

off. The buffer amplifier, therfore, could be a low bandwidth device

without limiting the sampler bandwidth. The net result would be N

recorded points of a waveform where each point was separated by a

'-I
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uniform distance h. This operation is equivalent to sampling a waveform

every t seconds, where,

t'h/v [seconds]

* b - distance [meters]

v -velocity of propagation [meters/second].

This procedure can best be visualized by refering to Figure 4. A

"picture" of the waveform at an instant in time would be recorded when a

waveform was sampled at every h meters along the transmission line. The

spatial distribution of a signal would then be converted to the time-

domain. A more detailed analysis of this single-shot transient sampler

design appears as Appenix D of this report. Reference information on

transient behavior of transmission lines is also incl-aded as Appendix E.

The effective time between samples would be inversely propcrtional to

the propagation velocity and directly proportional to the spacing

between the sampler switches. The propagation velocity is dependent

upon the transmission line geometry and material. While propagation

characteristics do not change in time, dispersion can lead to pulse

distortion on the transmission line. The effective time between samples

can therefore be considered a function of the spacing between the

sampling switches. By placing these switches very close together it

would be possible to obtain samples of a single transient waveform

separated in time by intervals only slightly exceeding the switching
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(sampling) time. This fast samnpling rate for nonrepetitive waveforms

- would be a significant improvement over currently available hardware.

The dispersion of the transmission line can cause significant errors

when dealing with large bandwidths because of signal distortion as it

-N propagates down the line. The sampling switches at the end of the line

would see a distorted version of the signal which appeared at the first

sampling switch. However, these errors can be corrected by

characterizing the transmission line as a function of frequency and

using this data to correct for the effects of the dispersion, i.e.,

I deconvolution of the impulse response of the line with the measured

* signal waveform.

Although the design for the transient sampler went through several

iterations the critical components were the uiltra-fast optically strobed

switches. The parameters of interest included switching speed, optical

sensitivity, and ratio of the resistance of the switch when turned off

(off resistance) to the resistance when illuminated by light (on

resistance). A fast switching speed is necessary to allow high

N fre, -icy sampling. The optical sensitivity is necessary because many

-~ switches must be enabled at the same instant of time and it is

envisioned that one laser would excite all of them by way of optical

fibers, one fiber per switch. The ratio of the "off-resistance" to the

son-resistance" must be high so maximum energy can be coupled through

the switch when it is "on" and that a minimum amount of charge will leak

back through the switch when it is no longer being illuminated. In the

"6L2_
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laboratory, only the switching times were measured quantitatively. The

optical sensitivi ties and resistance ratios were measured only

qualitatively. For example, it was found that a single amorphous

_* silicon (a-Si) switch required 30 percent of the laser power to

function. This insensitivity would not allow the existing laser to

drive a sufficient number of switches to implement a practical sampler.

The "off-resistance" could be measured easily at d.c. but the on

resistance, when the switch is enabled for only 30 picoseconds, has not

been measured.

The te3t gtometry for measurment of switch speeds is shown in Figure 5.

The receiving instrument was a Tektronix 7S12 TDR/Sampler plug-in under

the control of a Tektronix 7854 digitizing oscilloscope. Using a

"Tektronix S-53 Trigger Recognizer and an S-4 Sampling Head in the 7S12,

time-domain measurements with frequency content up to 14 GHz (which is

the nominal 3 dB bandwidth of the sampling equipment) were made in the

repetitive sampling mode. A fixed d.c. b 4as was put on one terminal of

the switch and the laser illuminated the gap for 30 picoseconds at a 10

4W Hz repetition rate. (The delay depicted in the laser path is explained

Zý• below.) The output channel was a 50 ohm impedance system connected to

the repetitive sampler. After sufficient signal processing the sampled

signal was sexiL to a Tektronix 4052 Computer and plotted as shown in

Figure 6.

In the investigation of EM leakage through a small structural opening,

the laser was used to provide a transient pulse for propagation in the

N . . -
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vicinity of the crack. The geometry for the microwave measurements with

a gap or crack in the ground plane is shown in Figure 7. The

* instrumentation used was the same as employed in the switch speed

* measurement. The laser illuminated, with a focused beami, the tip of a

short monopole near the crack. Radiation traveled across the crack to a

* receiving antenna which was connected to the sampling instrumentation.

Generally, the illuminated antenna was inside a vacuum. The elimination

of nitrogen near the monopole tip allowed the electrons flowing off the

antenna to have a longer mean free path length and therefore yield a

stronger microwave signal.

No focusing of the beam or vacuum was necessary during the switch

measurements. These measurements required only incident light for

strobing and not as high a concentration of energy as necessary for the

microwave emission.

The delay in the laser path depicted in Figures 5 and 7 was nec~ssitated

by a requirement of the Tektronix sampling hardware. The 7S12 requires

the trigger pulse to arrive at the front end of the sampler 75

nanoseconds (ns) before the signal to be measured arrives. The trigger

signal was taken directly from the laser and fed into the triggez

recognizer. Two options were available to implement the delay in the

*signal path. One option involved attaching a coaxial cable which was

long enough to add the 75 ns delay between the ieceive antenna and the

sampling equipment. This option was not viable because the high

frequency losses in the cable would greatly distort the waveform. The
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other option immediately available was to increase the path length of

the laser pulse leaving the laser and striking the target. This

additional delay was implemented by bouncing the laser beam between

mirrors ennugh times to create the desired signal delay. The beami

intensity was decreased somewhat because of reflection losses and beam

divergence but sufficient energy still reached the switch or the target

(whichever was being measured) to allow meaningful measurements.

The Tektronix sampling equipment was extremely useful to this program

but its application has major limitations when it is employed in

conjunction with the short-pulse laser. The problem centered on the

requirement of the sampling equipment for a large number of repetitive

inputs, each of which should be identical. The microwave measurements

with the laser have three disadvantages with regard to this requirement;

the laser pulse amplitude stability is worse than 5 percent, thc plasma

formed when the laser excites the tip of the antenna varies from shot to

S shot, and the laser has a very slow repetition rate of 10 Hz. The two

instabilities caused by laser variation and plasma variation introduce

noise in the measured waveform. This noise could be reduced greatly

through signal processing by way of averaging many waveforms, but the

low repetition rate of the laser rendered this solution impractical

because it was time consuming. For example, the time required to take

200 waveforms with 512 points per waveform (with averaging to increase

signal to noise) would take 2.8 hours with the 10 Hz repetition ,rate of

* the laser. Long term instability problems such as target moveme'nt or

* long term laser degradation could become more important factors.
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Because of the advantages of taking the measurements in the time-domain

an alternate short pulse source, which did not have the instability

problems of the laser, was used. An avalanche diode pulser from Avtech

*(Model AVH-S-1-C-N) was connected directly to the antenna which had been

illuminated by the laser. The output from the receive antenna was

* connected to the sampling equipment as with the laser experiments. This

solid state pulser had a much better amplitude stability than the laser.

(less than 1 percent variation), no plasma was formed, and the 10 kHz

repetition rate allowed faster data acquisition and processing. The

averaging of 200 waveforms referred to in the above paragraph would take

less than 3 minutes. Data generated by this pulser was extremely useful

in the analysis of geometry changes of the test structure. A

disadvantage of the pulser with respect to the laser is the pulser's

requirement of a direct electrical connection on the target being

excited. This requirement also implies that when it is desired to move

the transmit antenna to a different location, a new hole must be created

and the proper connections made. The laser excites the short monopole

while isolated electrically from the target of interest. This isolation

simplifies geometrical changes.

Waveform processing in these time-domain experiments was done mostly in

th fr of averaging on a point by point basis in the Tektronix 7854

Digitizing Oscilloscope. The actual signal to noise improvement cannot

be quantified because of the nature of the algorithms used in this

Oscilloscope. As stated above, the low repetition rate of the l'aser

made averaging over a large number of waveforms impractical but

%o.........................................
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improvement was seen when five to ten waveforms were averaged. When the

pulser was used as the excitation source, 200 waveforms could be

averaged. The effect of the averaging was displayed in real time on the

oscilloscope to allow observation of when further data averaging was

unnecessary. Another form of signal processing used with the laser

experiments involved filtering in the frequency-domain. The data were

taken in the time-domain and transferred to the computer where it was

transformed to the frequency-domain using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) -

algorithm. The high frequency components were truncated and the data

were inverse transformed (IFT) back to the time-domain. The effect was

to filter out the high frequency noise. An example of this process is -

given in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows a raw time waveform. Figure 8(b)

shows the plot of the FFT result. Frequencies higher than 10.5 GHz were

pset to zero and the IFT was performed with the result shown as Figure "

8(c).

Frequency-Domain Instrumentation

Frequency-domain measurements were made directly with a Hewlett-Packard

8410B Network Analyzer system undo- computer control. The microwave

source was a Hewlett-P.Idrd 8"5"QA Sweep Oscillator with an HP 83592A

0.01-20 GHz RF plug-in. The other essential parts of the system were an

8411A Harmonic Frequency Convertei an 8743B Reflection and

T.ansmission Test Set. The netwo.t analyzer orerated in two modes. One

mode displayed the results of a real time sweep through a given

frequency range on an 8412B Phase-Magnitude Display; the other mode

N '%
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ivolved computer control of the sweeping source with the result sent to

the computer for processing and display.

The transmitting antenna was connected to the "unknown" port of the test

set and the receiving antenna was connected to the "transmission return"

port. The network analyzer by its nature calibrated out changes in

2 ~power levels in the source. In general, however, calibration was -

performed in the computer. A typical measurement is depicted in Figure

9 where, for a given crack width, a swept frequency data set (2 to 18

4.' GHz) was acquired with conducting tape over the crack (to simulate the

"no-crack" situation). The tape was then removed and another data set

was taken. The computer would then divide the "no-crack" voltage value

at each frequency by the corresponding "crack" voltage value and plot

the result in dB. A typical output curve is shown in Figure 10. The

no-crack" value can be thought of as the incident field, i.e., the

field which would occur if no crack were present. With the tape removed

the total field (incident plus scattered) is measured. The division of

these two values gives an indication of the behavior of the scattered

.10 field with factors such as the antennas and cables normalized out. The

scattered field was so many dB below the incident field that any attempt o

to subtract the incident field from the total field was in vain. The

result appeared as noise because the resolution of the measurement

j equipment was exceeded. The division of the two quantities normalized

out the noise sources common to both measurements so that accurate,

'4. repeatable measurements were obtained. These measurements were also

easily comparable to the results of the calculated theoretical values

iV
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discassed above. These comparisons are contained in the findings

section of this report.

An example of this normalization procedure is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11(a) shows the incident field, i.e., the field measured with the

"conducting tape on the crack, "no-crack". Figure 11(b) shows the total

field, the field acquired with the tape removed and the crack exposed.

All other geometrical aspects were identical. Figure 11(c) shows the

"incident field divided by the total field, plotted in dB. The

appearance of resonance is due to the thickness of the ground plane but

its behavior is a function of the crack width.

Optical Switch Design And Fabrication

' The optically sensitive photocondactive switches were needed for the

fabrication of an ultra-fast single shot transient sampler. The switch

was fabricated by depositing a photoconductive switching semiconductor

material on a glass substrate. Next, a layer of conducting metal was

deposited on the semiconductor and finally this metal was etched to form

the contacts of the switch. The semiconductor materials used to

* 'fabricate switches were: amorphous silicon (a-Si), gallium antimonide

(GaSb), chromium doped gallium arsenide (GaAs) and iron doped indium

phosphide. The basic switch configuration is shown in Figure 12.

Channel widths between 10 microns and 150 microns were used.

The a-Si and GaSb materials were used to fabricate switches in a similar

S-N
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manner. The semiconductor films were deposited by RF sputtering using a

chamber which was evacuated with a 450 L/sec turbomolecular pump to base

pressures in the low microtorr range. High purity 7.6 cm diameter

silicon (99.999%), GaSb (99.999%) and aluminum (99.99%) sputtering

targets were used as sources for the silicon and GaSb active layers and

the aluminum electrodes, respectively. Ultra high purity argon

(99.9995%) and hydrogen (99.999%) were used as the sputtering gases.

Argon and hydrogen partial pressures were measured with a capacitance

marometer.

The glass substrates were inserted and removed from tie vacuum chamber

through an air lock, which greatly increased productivity since only the

small air lock volume had to be evacuated. The source-substrate

separation was 7 cm. Prior to inserting the alumino-borosilicate glass

substrates into the coating chamber, they were cleaned by ultrasonic

agitation in a heated solution of micro%" and water for 1 hour, rinsed

in hot distilled water for 30 minutes, and then rinsed in methanol for 2

hours with periodic changes of solution.

Two differen- electrode configurations were used. In the first case

aluminum was deposited over the amorphous semiconductor layer and then

etched to form the desired pattern. This approach was used with the

silicon samples, but it was discovered that the GaSb samples

crystallized during the etch process. The GaSb samples were therefore

prepared by first depositing aluminum, etching to form the electrode

pattern, and then depositing the GaSb layer over the aluminum

.4
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electrodes. The aluminum was magnetron sputter deposited with 400 watts

applied power and 4 micron argon pressure. Under these conditions the

4 aluminum coating rate was 3000 angstroms/miriute.
II

SThe iron doped indium phosphide switches were fabricated by depositing a

"layer of gold on the indium phosphide substrate. This gold layer was

i •then etched away to form the electrode pattern of the switch. The gold

* -' was deposited using the sane vacuum chamber and process described above.

,, •The chromium dope GaAs switches were fabricated using two different

techniques. The GaAs switch presented a special problem in that a ohmic

contact cannot be formed by simply depositing metal on the

semiconductor. The formation of the ohmic contact required special

j •processing and a detailed description of this fabrication process is

given in Appendix F.
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FINDINGS

The Findings section contains a discussion of three main topics: the

detection and measurement of crack structures, laser induced transient

signals, and optical switch characteristics.

7 Crack Measurements

The detection of small structural openings has been demonstrated using

electromagnetic fields. The smallest crack that was reliably detected was

0.040 inches using frequency-domain techniques and 0.020 inches using

"time-domain techniques. Three different EM sources were used to investigate

the crack structure: a laser induced source, a solid state pulser, and a

frequency-domain continous wave (CW) source. The fields generated by the

different sources were used to interrogate the cra-'k structure. The

received signals were then •c•mined in both the time-domain and

frequency-domain when applicable.

Time-Domain 1ieasurements

The time-domain measurements involved using a short transient signal to

excite a transmit antenna. T'is signal was produced by two methods: a

laser induced source and a solid state electronic pulser. The induced pulse

duration was less then the propagation time required for the signal to

travel from the transmit antenna to the crack. By keeping the pulse

-- .. . . . . . . . .
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*duration short with respect to this propagation time, the reflected signal

*from the crack structure was separated from the incident signal. The

reflected signal was then compared to the incident signal to evaluate the

crack structure under test. This type of measurement can be made using the

set up shown in Figure 1. A transient signal was induced at the transmit

antenna. The incident signal propagated across the crack and was received

by the second antenna. The measured time delay was used to determine if the

* crack had widened (i.e. if the measured time delay increased by 20

* picoseconds its was concluded that the crack had widened by 0.2510 inches).

I The time-domain measurement was useful if the crack was simply to be
So

monitored for changes in the width. Accurate measurements were obtained for

cracks as small as 0.020 inches with the solid state pulser as the source.

Table 1 gives the actual versus measured crack sizes. The measurement

accuracy was limited by the rise time and pulse duration of the pulser

(which are directly related to bandwidth) and by the bandwidth and

triggering jitter of the sampling equipment. The trigger jitter

~4 inaccuracies were greatly reduced by averaging the received waveform. 1024

times. A similar measurement was made using the laser induced transient

* signals. Accurate measurements were obtained for cracks as small as 0.50

inches when the laser was used. The laser induced signal had the same

triggering jitter and bandwidth limitations. The laser was able to generate

'larger bandwidth signals than the solid state pulser, however, it had two

additional sources of errors tL-hat more than offset the benefit of the

increased bandwidth. The two sources of errors were those caused by the

-~ laser pulse amplitude instability (greater then 5%) and the random noise
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introduced by the plasma that is formed when the laser strikes the transmit

antenna.

-4

Table 1

Actual Cia..Ar Dimension Measured Crack Dimension

(Inches) (Inches)

0.025 0.035

0.050 0.047

0.075 0.083

0.100 0.106

0.150 0.154

0.200 0.201

0.250 0.248

lip

The measurement accuracy could be improved by a factor of two by changing

the test configuration to that shown in Figure 13. This setup was used to

make time domain reflectrometry (TDR) measurements. With this test

arrangement the signal propagated across the crack twice since the signal

"was reflected by the shorting block as shown. When the crack dimension was

varied, the change in the time required for the signal to propagate from the

transmit antenna to the receive antenna was twice the change that would be

measured with the configuration shown in Figure 1. The technique of

2'
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increasing the measurement accuracy by increasing the number of times the

signal prcpagated across the crack was limited because the signal strength

"decreased with increased path length between the transmit and receive

antennas. When the spacing became too large the signal-to-noise ratio was

"small, making accurate measurements difficult.

Frequency-Domain iý -ý ;,ents

S-! The frequency-domain measurements were done by exciting the transmit antenna

with a swept CW source and acquiring the signal at the receive antenna. The

received signal was then examined in the frequency-domain for any

differences that were attributed to the presence of the crack. This

measurement technique was advantagous in that some information about the

crack structure could be determined; however, it did not allow calculation

"of the crack width. An example is the crack structure shown in Figure 2 and

the corresponding data in Figure 14. The data exhibit a resonance behavior

every 2.6 GHz. This structure is related to the thickness of the ground

plane (the ground plane is one-half wavelength at the first resonance). The

data very clearly demonstrate that the EM fields are penetrating the crack

structure and that the depth of the crack can be measured.

A simple algorithim was developed which used the frequency-domain data to

generate an indicator to determine if the crack structure had changed from

the calibrate position. The frequency-domain data were first taken with the

crack in the nominal position (calibrate nosition). These data were then

stored and used as a reference against which future measurements could be
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compared. The future measurements were divided by the calibrate data. The

resulting quotient was then processed to calculate a figure of merit, which

could be used to determine if the crack had changed. The processing was

* done using two different techniques. The first technique was to calculate

the root mean square (RMs) of the data difference and the second was to

calculate the mean of the absoulute value (MAy) of the data difference.

These two figures of merit values could be used to indicate the presence of

a crack if the value exceeded a predetermined threshold. This would allow

an automated system to be built that indicated the presence of a crack or

change in a given structure. The selected threshold would be dependent on

the type of crack to be monitored and the desired sensitivity. Figures 15

and 16 show the test structure configuration and the results of the measured

data where the af~rementioned technique was applied. A family of curves

-I,. were taken for various gaps. The curves were generated by fixing the gap

width " w" and varying the spacing "t", then changing the gap width "W" and

repeating the measurements. By examining the data, the threshold would be

* -. selected based on the minimum crack dimension to be detected. The threshold

was set to 1 .0 for the MAV of the difference and a threshold of 20.0 was

used for the RMS of the difference. From the data it can be deduced that

. '..,the cracks as narrow as 0.020 inch were detected.

Data measurements in the frequency-domain were made using both the transient

N, sources and the frequency-domain CW source. The CW source was used in

conjurnction with the HP network analyzer. The network analyzer was used to

measure the frequency-domain characteristics directly. As mentioned before

N
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measurements; however, the measurements could be time consuming when the

frequency step size was small. The transient sources were also used to

generate frequency-domain data in the following manner. A voltage transfer

measurement between the transmit and receive antennas was made. This

time-domain waveform wac then converted into the frequency-domain by using a

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) program. Data obtained by the latter technique

versus the former technique were less accurate; however, it took much less

time to generate. The data obtained by the two techniques did compare very

favorably between 3 and 10 GHz. For frequencies below 3 GHz the transmit

and receive antennas were a very poor electrical match. This mismatch

prevented the source from coupling enough energy to the transmit antenna to

make accuratu measurements (i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio was too low).

The transient signal from the pulser was bandwidth limited for frequncies

above 12 GHz and the response began to drop at 10 GHz. It was concluded

that the data do not match for frequencies below 3 GHz because of the

antenna mismatch and above 10 GHz because of the lack of spectral content of

the pulser.

Measured Versus Calculated Data

Two computer codes were generated as part of this program. The goal of each

of these programb was to model the fields created by monopoles radiating on

a ground plane in the presence of a narrow crack. The first program used a

moment method type of solution, but it was limited to the case of an

infinitesimally thin ground plane. The second program used a traveling wave

source to model the transmit antenna which allowed the program to model the

I ' q I - a - • •• '
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finite thickness of the ground plane without encountering theoretical and

numerical problems.

The moment method program was used to calculate the effects of finite length

monopole antennas mounted on an infin-ite ground plane. As part of this

7 analysis the input impedance of the monopoles was calculated. The resulting

impedances were used to enhance the calculations of the program that used

the traveling wave sources. The resulting input impedances from the moment

214

method solution were compared against measured data with the results shown

in Figure 17. The data matched very well, with the exception of a shift in

the resonance frequency. This shift was most severe for short antennas

(0.250 inches or less). It was concluded that secondary effects, which were

not modeled, were becoming important for the short antenna (i.e., length to

diamater ratio was no longer large).

The moment method solution was expanded to calculate the voltage transfer

-' characteristic between two monopoles mounted above a ground plane without

the presence of a slit. The voltage transfer data matched the measured data

when no crack was present as shown in Figure 18. The limitation of the

moment method solution was the restriction that the ground plane be

infinitesimally thin.

The program that used the traveling wave solution was able to correctly

model the effects of a finite thickness ground plane. However, the solution

assumed that the transmit and receive antennas had an infinitesimal length.

The program was modified to allow antenna lengths that were less then

V4
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one-half wavelength by incorporating the result from the moment method

solution. The program results were compared with measured data by using the

ratio of the calculated fields with a crack to the fields without a crack.

Figure 14 shows the excellent agreement between theory and experiment.

Laser Induced Transient

The laser was used to generate a transient microwave signal on an antenna by

illuminating it with a short duration, high intensity optical beam. This

high intensity illumination caused thermionic emission; the effect of the

thermionitc emission was the same as a transient current monopole at the

target surface. In the time-domain, this excitation could be approximated

by an impulse which would have a correspondingly broadband excitation in

frequency. This transient pulse could be used to find the Green's Function .

response of a given system.

The laser induced transient source exhibits two very important advantagesI., over conventional transient sources; it is very broadband and it can be

used to excite an antenna without requiring physical connection to the

antenna. The bandwidth generated by the laser induced transient is

approximately proportional to the reciprocal of the pulse width. For the

Quantel laser used (YG 402) the laser pulse width was 30 Ps, potentially

yielding bandwidths as high as 33 GHz. Conventional sources require a

direct physical connection between the source and the transmit antenna (i.e.

cable or a waveguide). This connection contaminates the feed area of many

transmit antennas and disturbs the r-'Aiation pattern of the antenna. The
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"laser beam can be used to induce a transient at the feed point of the

antenna without a direct connection and therefore not disturb the radiation

pattern of the antenna.

When the laser beam hits a target a broadband excitation is produced. The

excitation will induce various modes in the illuminated structure. The

modes will be attenuated unless that mode is supported by the structure. As

an example of structurally dependent modes, if the target were a dipole

4 antenna suspended in free space the supported modes would be those which

correspond to the dipole length being an integer multiple of a half

wavelength.

The laser induced bandwidth was measured to be greater than 14 GHz using the

Tektronix sampling equipment as described in the Procedure section of this

report. The bandwidth of the sampling equipment begins to roll off at 14

• "•'GHz; however, frequencies as high as 20 GHz can be measured with a large

attenuation factor. As shown in Figure 19 the frequency spectrum of the

induced signal, when the laser strikes a ground plane, has rolled off 15 dB

Sat 14 GHz. These data were measured by using a 0.250 inch receive monopole

mounted 1.75 inches from the target.

The amplitude of the laser induced signal was dependent on the medium

surrounding the target area and the intensity of the optical beam

illuminating the target. The illumination of the target caused thermionic

emmission to occur at the surface leading to the flow of electrons from the

target. The mean free path of the electrons is related to the fnduced

.1
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- signal strength; specifically, the larger the mean free path length the

*1• larger the induced signal. Since the mean free path length of electrons in

air is exceedingly short, the induced signal strength was increased. By

evacuating the atmosphere surrounding the target or replacing it with an

inert gas (such as helium) the mean free path length and the induced signal

strength were increased.

Optical Switch Data

The switch parameterA of most interest to this program were as follows: the

-• switching speed, the ratio of the "off-resistance" to the "on-resistance",

and the optical sensitivity. The switching speed was measured using the

technique described in the Procedure section of this report.

"Switch speeds for a-Si were measured between 100 ps and 213 ps. There was

no obvious correlation between the hydrogen doping and the switching speed

or between the semiconductor thickness and the switching speed. This

correlation was made more difficult by the limited number of switch samples.

The switching speed was marginally acceptable for a sampler with a bandwidth

as high as a 5 GHz. However, the optical sensitivity and the ratio of the

"off-resistance" to the "on-resistance" were not acceptable. The switches

required nearly 30% of the available laser power to obtain these switching

speeds. At this power level, the switches had a limited life of at most a

few thousand transitions from the "off-resistance" state to the

"on-resistance" state. The measured ratio of the "off-resistance" to the

"on-resistance" was less then 100. This ratio should be greate• than

"-4
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C' 100,000 for proper operation of the sampler. Because of the limitations

% encountered with the a-Si, other materials were considered.

The iron doped InP switches were measured to have a switching time on the

order of 2 nanoseconds which is much slower than what has been reported in

the open literature. These switches were fabricated by depositing a layer

* of gold on the In? and then etching the desired switch contacts. The switch

contacts were the only variable of design that was available in the time

frame of this program.

The GaAs switches have been fabricated using two different techniques, as

described in Appendix F. The measured switch time was 2 nanoseconds and the

optical sensitivity was far superior to that of the a-Si. These switches

required less then 1% of the available laser power. The ratio of the

"tooff-resistance" to the "on-resistance" was greater then 750:1. These -

switches are still not adequate for the sampler application. However, a set

of switches that was fabricated using the second fabrication process and aIsubstrate that was designed for ion implantation showed promise of being

superior. Preliminary tests indicated that the "off-resistance" was very

high and that switch'ing could be induced under room ambient light.

The resistivity of the GaSb films varied significantly with hydrogen partial

K3 pressure during deposition. Figure 20 summarizes the resistivity Of the

S GaSb after deposition. An abrupt decrease in film resistivity occurs when

the hydrogen partial pressure exceeds 2 millitorr. The abrupt dec-ease in

resistivity appears to be associated with an amorphous to crystalline phase
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transformation. GaSb films deposited with hydrogen appear to have a lower i

-. crystallization tempe:~ture which falls below the deposition temperature at-•

2 millitorr hydrogen partial pressure.
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CONCLUSIONS

The technique of using electromagnetic fields to investigate the

characteristics of a structure has been demonstrated to be valid. The

laboratory experiments have shown that cracks with dimensions as small as

0.020 inches can be detected and that it was possible 'to determirno simple

features of this structure. The detection of smaller cracks may be possible

with the existing electronic hardware but the mechnical tolerances of the

* test structure were inadequate. Repeatability (or resolution) in the crack

structure placement prevented finer' measurements than 0.020 inches. To

detect smaller cracks, improvements will be needed in laboratory

instrumentation and EM sources.

The laser was used to generate a very short transient with a measured

frequency content as high as 20 GHz. The application of this source was

limited by the processing time required to reduce the noise inherent in the

laser induced transient signal. The successful development of the

single-shot transient sampler, as described in this report, would greatly

reduce the required processing time and enhance the usefulness of the laser

induced source.

The solid state electronic pulser and frequency-domain CW source were also

used to create the EM fields. These sources were applicable depending on

the test to be performed. The pulser performed a function very s~imilar to

that of the laser induced transient. The CW source was used mainly for the

frequency domain measurements.

9~97
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The development of this single-shot transient sampling device is limited by

the availability of optically strobed photoconductive switches that have the

required charateristics (high optical sensitivity, high ratio of

"off-resistance" to "on-resistance", and fast switching speed). The

successful fabrication of the optically sensitive photoconductive switch

would have major impact on the advancement of transient sampling devices.

'q•I The computer programs that were used to model the electromagnetic geometry

have been used to predict the leakage levels of the fields propagating

through a small structural crack. The traveling wave line source program

can also be used to determine what leakage levels would exist for a given

crack structure without requiring laboratory measurements. These programs

could be expanded to analyze more complex crack structures without major

modifications. The ability to handle a more general crack structure is

important for future application of these computer codes.

4. . 1
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FUTURE WORK

The laboratory and theoretical demonstrations that electromagnetic energy

can be employed to monitor structural characteristics have only set a

foundation for further work. Certainly more remains to be done in the area

of monitoring structural deformations and changes in narrow slits. The

theoretical models should be updated to allow different geometries and

constitutive parameters in the cracks. Fundamental research must be done on

the photoconductive switches so materials and geometries can be optimized

with respect to the required properties uncovered during this program.

Measurement techniques and signal processing capabilities must be optimized

- also to allow maximum information to be obtained from the raw acquired data.

Although research must continue, proof-of-principle has been established.

The next iteration on the present problem will require one or two monitoring

'-4 techniques to be selected as the most likely candidates for achieving the

specified goals. After further optimization, a laboratory brassboard system

should be designed and fabricated for real.-world testing. This initial

implementation will identify the technologies required for a totally

integrated monitoring system. Concurrent with that development, efforts

should continue on the ultra-fast, single-shot transient sampler designed

under this phase of the research program. The critical item in this

technology is the optically strobed photoconductive switch which allows a

digitally processable "photograph" of an extremely fast changing event. The

final development of these switches will allow implementation of devices

which will have wide applications in existing and emerging technologies. In
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addition to this sampler, application of the transmission line and switch

combination can be made in receivers and possibly even adaptive phased

S. arrays which could use the device to perform real-time signal processing, a

requirement which is critical for maximum exploitation of electronic array

technology.

Further research and development of laser ind-iced transient excitation is

needed because of its potential application to several major measurement ''
problems. In addition to its ability to monitor structural deformation, its

application to radar signal/target interaction research has not been

studied. The laser's ability to place a single isolated transient monopole

at an arbitrary position on a geometrical shape would allow a system to be

designed and built which functioned as a portable radar cross section

diagnostic tool capable of high spatial resolution. This application would

allow the experimental measurement of a target's theoretical Green's

function which is central to rigorous analytical radar cross section

studies. This system could be employed to test the contributions of

individual geometric features of a complex target to its overall radar cross

section. The combination of the short monopole's isolation, mobility, and

wide frequency spe.ctrum leave its potential for innovative applications

unlimited.
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"APPINDIX A. DERIA XON OF THE ELECTRIC FIELDS FOR A FINITE SOURCE

NEAR A '.IT -A A GROUND PLANE WITH FINITE THICKNESS

This Appendix contains the derivation of the equations ured to

16c clculate the electric field radiated by a monopole in the near field of a

, inarrow slit in a ground plane. This derivation is based on a paper by

Harrington and Auckland [12] i- which they considered a plane wave incident

; on a ground plane with a narrow crack. This analysis was modified during

I -~ this research program to allow a more general type incidence to be considered.

wsitThe finite length monopole radiating near a slit in a ground plane

was first analyzed by modeling it as an infinitesimal length monopole with an

effective current moment. The infinitesimal length monopole was, in turn,

Smodeled as a spectrum of traveling wave line sources traveling parallel to

"the slit in the ground plane. This change was made by taking a spatial Fourier

Transform with respect to the z-axis. The traveling wave line source generated

a cylindri.cal wave !llumination with a modified propagation constant. The

deri, ion by Harrington and Auckland could then be used with the modified

propagation conatant substituted for the free space propagation constant.

The inverse spdtial Fourier Transform was then calculated to obtain

the actual fields from the infinitesimal monopole source. The transformation

was accomplished using numerical Integration. A singularity, which had to be

sk I. was encountered when perfor-ming the inverse transformation. The

expression for skirting the singularity was integrabl3 with appropriate small

"argument approximations and solved analytically.

A. TRAVELING WAVE LINE SOURCE

The problem to be solved is the ciharacterization of the electro-

"magnetic fields in and near a crack due to a traveling wave li-ae cource

"-'7
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illuminating an electrically thin slit in a ground plane. Figure A-I shows

the geometry. The line source has current

J _x e J lt ( A - 1 )

that travels in the z-direction and is located at (x,y) = (0, - L). All

currents and fields in this Appendix are assumed time harmonic, i.e., e j(t

time dependence. The ejWt factor will henceforth be omitted but implicitly

understood to be present in the following field equations. The "vI' over a

quantity indicates that it in in the spatial transform domain. Ultimately,

an integration, which is given below, was performed to return to the standard

frequency domain. The slit has width w and is in a ground plane of thickness

d. Space is divided into three regions as indicated in Table A-i. To

facilitate analysis, the crack of width w and depth d is considered to be

electrically small in width.

TABLE A-I. REGIONS OF SPACE

Region x k Comment

a x< - -= k Illuminated

b o<x<d w",v~b = k Waveguide

c x>d ---p = k Shadowedw c c c

The solution to this problem has been formulated by Harrington

and Auckland. As described in this paper, the fields in all regions

can be evaluated in a straightforward manner once the equivalent currents

_1  = " x E (in aperture A1) (A-2)
0 -ne

M2 - -x x E(in aperture A 2) (A-3)

q1'
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are known. E is the total electric field and consists of the incident

field plus the scattered field., The direc*ions of A1 and are given in

Figure A-1.

While Harrington and Auckland presented the specific solution

for plane wave exictation of the slit, the solution for the traveling wave

line source is of interest to this research. These two solutions are

mathematically similar, and this feature will be emphasized through the

use of notation paralleling that of Harrington and Auckland.

Since the slit is assumed electrically thin, the following approxi-

mations can be made with the TM modes cut-off: N

1. In region b and in the apertures, B is entirely y polarized

2. In region b and in the apertures, E is unifori with y.

In this case Equations (A-2) and (A,-3) can be written as

M, - V M(A-4)
.4 ~l =1-7

A2  2=v (A-5

where V and V are unknown constants and1 2

M -£/w . (A-6)

Using a moment method (MM) solution with test modes identical to the

expansion modes in Equations (A-4) and (A-5), V1 and V are solutions of
1 2

4 av +S -b + -b = i1 1 1~ Y12v2
• • ~ ~b + y c 2 0(A - 7 )

-b -b ±iv -2 Y21V1 + Y22V2  2=

Y is the admittance of aperture A looking into region "a" and is

computationally given by

-a -Y -l j z •Ha (Ž) dy . (A-8)
w ft

0

J

%S . . . . .1
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Qt (M) is the tangential magnetic field of N located in aperture A

radiating into region "a" with aperture A, shorted.

A Similarly,
- •c w .

-h ic - fM) dy (A-9)

is the admittance of aperture A2 looking into region "c" with H )

corresponding to the tangential magnetic field of M located in aperture A2

ýe, radiating into region "c" with aperture A2 shorted. The admittances
" -b -b _ -YoII M 22 = coth ybd1 22 0 b(A-10)* b -b M i /sinh ybd

12 2l o0 b

are the two-port parameters for a transmission line of length d with

I propagation constant
,2 _ a

%1

Yb + j - (A-li)

and characteristic admittance

k 0 iWW% (A-12)

The impressed current, i is given by

f ASc(J')dyiz (A-13)

sc •0
whered ) is the z component of the magnetic field of J with aperture A1
shorted.

The aperture admittances of Equation (A-8) can now be evaluated.

Y The field of a traveling wave, z-polarized magnetic line source located

9, at ('O, y') and radiating into region "a" is
! _1_ h 2 H (2) (haP) AL• ý<k

4i- { a a o a w adI = (A-14)
Sz 2 2

24• c j 2 K (CaP) Bk
a T 0 a W a.
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where K is a modified Bessel function of zeroeth order, H1(2) is the zeroeth
0 0

order Hankel funztion of the second kind,

p - (x-x') 2 + (Y )2 (A-15)

a + kndk (A-17)
a a a

where

aa "jha (A-18)

aa a
For field points in aperture Alt P l Y-Y'l < w, h a <<l, and a aP <<l

(provided B is not >>k ). Thus the following approximations are valid
a

(2) 2*
H (hP) - 1- i-in (haP) $<k (A-19) '

K (a p) - - in ( p) . (A20)
o a a a

Using these small argument approximatiens, the magnetic field of M is

given by ^ W

Sa -a
- t J z

0

-1 hr2 [w + j 2 (-yln{haY}-(w-y)ln{ha(WY)} + ) <ka00 ~ ~~~ aa w-)+ ]a

(A--21)

1 a 2 j 2 -yln{oaY}-(w-Y)in{aa(W-Y) } + w .]>ka21rwwia a 
•

Note that the factor of 2 in the top Equation (A-21) accounts for the image

of M into the ground plane. Inserting Equation (A-21) into (A-8) and

integrating yields

U..z
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h 2' a [T + j (3-2 inhh w))] <k

-a~ Jaru'at 
2cab o 

(A-22)
-as [j (3-2 In•a aw}) ] >k

2 •Trwjaa

can be obtained from Ya by simply changing the subscript "a" to c".

As seen by Equation (A-13), i is simply the average value of
IC

HC gi) over aperture A If L>>w, the impressed current is simply

h
+? h 2)

S-((A-23)

I - aK1 (aaL) ý>k
S1a

1 doethe first order modified Bessel function.

AucladUsing the transmission line model presented by Harrington and

Auckland, the aperture amplitudes are

V 2 - /,'l2 and (A-24)

* ,V 1 . - V2 [cosh ybd + (Yc/Y) sinhybd] (A-25)

where the transfer admittance

1Ld2 -- +C) cosh ba [ + ] sjnh y . (A-26)

Since the crack of width w is electrically small, the scattered

field in region "a" or the transmitted field in region "c" is radiated by

a traveling wave magnetic line source: VIM located in the center of

aperture A1 or V located in the center of aperture A2 , respectively, with

the apertures shorted. For example, the electric field in region "a"

is

eI
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V (2) A

2 a Ha1i(hap) MI 
1<ka{E H (A-27)

V 1 a a K 1 (a ap ) ýM >k a"

where p is the distance from the center line of aperture A to the field point.

A factor of two is included in Equation (A-27) to account for the image of

VM in the ground plane. The directions of $MI and 'ý2' as defined by the

magnetic current sources, are shown in Figure A-2.

B. IITFINITESILAI CURRENT ELEMENT

In the previous section the fields of a traveling wave line source

illuminating an electrically thin slit in a ground plane were found. In this

section the fields of an infinitesimal current element are computed by inverse trans-

forming the fields of the traveling wave line source. The imressed source is

now the infinitesimal current element

i x (A-28)

and is located at (x,y,z) w (0, -L, 0). If E (8) denotes the fields of

the traveling wave line source of Equation (A-l) and E represents the fields of tie

current element of Equation (A-28), then

E 1 f E($)eiSZ d. (A-29)

Since E(O) is an even function of a, Equation (A-29) becomes

E l f ( cos z di . (A-30)

0

N%.
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The integral in Equation (A-30) must be evaluated numerically. One

difficulty in this numerical integration is that the integrand can have a

singularity. Consider the simple situation where regions a, b, and c are

composed of the same medium with parameters (p, e). The notation for this
114 example becomes

k - medium wavenumber - wuae,

y - waveguide propagation constant = ,

h M + 17 a - 2 , and

- admittance of aperture A or aperture A

In this case, the transfer admittance of Equation (A- ) becomes

Y1 2  2Y cosh yd + Y (+ sinh yd . (A-31)I _

If a = k, then y - h a a = 0, and thus Y and Y 0. In this case, V of

Equation (A-24), V1 of Equation (A-25), and i(ý) of Equation (A-27) and (A-30)

will be infinite. The singularity can be avoided by deforming the path of

integration in the a plane from the positive real axis to the path shown in

Figure A-3. In this situation the integral of Equation (A-30) can symbolically

be written as

)dS- f (- )dO+ f ( ý )d+ j0 ( )c (A-32)

The integrals from 0 to k-6 and k+6 to infinity are sufficiently well behaved to

be integrated numerically, say via Simpson's rule. The integral over the half

circle C will be done analytically, employing small argument approximations.

-a
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The aperture admittance can be written as

Y ( Ch2 (T - j2 ln[ahw]) (A-33)

wheri C - I/(2 wpin) and a 0.223. On the contour C

0 - k + 6ej(I-o) k - 6e-je 0 < e < • . (A-34)

Note that h can be written as j

h - - (k + a) (k - ).(A-35)

On C, if 6<<k,

k+8 Z 2k
(A-36)

-jk z 6e and

h " ( 2 k)( 6e-ji) u-• e-j/2 (A-37)

Substitution of Equation (A-37) into Equatioi (A-33) yields

S- 2Ck6 e IT j' -l 0 -J2 (A-38)

Upon substitution of Equation (A-38) into Equation (A-11) with small argument i.
assumptions, the following results are obtained

Y Ae- 0  [6 + B] where (A-39)
12

AU- 2ý6/iT

B -t l~a./~~w& (A-40) -
2In obtaining Equation (A-39) we dropped terms of order 62 and used the

approximations sinhyd z yd and coshyd l1 for yd<<l, and y z j N e-J/2.

-. 2• • ... '.,.,. ; ,.- ~r .-.. .-. " .,.1-.
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Using the small argument approximation

"H2) (z) 2 as z -*0 and (A-41)

I of Equation (A-23) becomes

- 1/L (A-42)

"In this case, V2 of Equation (A-23) becomes

SV2  i L (-]/rL) (A-43)

1 12 Y12

Inserting Equation (A-43) into (A-27) and using Equation (A-41) for the

Hankel function yields

S21 $ or (A-44)

E Dej 0 e (A-45)

,. .:• +B

where

D = - 1/(2rpL•t) . (A-46)
portion -ff pLA

Inserting Equation (A-45) into A-30), but considering only that

portion of the integral over the contour C yields

EC m51J ei cosBz dý (A-47)

where

B k - 6e- - d- J 8eie dA (A-48)
44 ;.

SI1 i

.- -S.

S ,- 
.,. . . . .
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Since cos Bz cos kz, Equation (A-47) can be written as the 0 integration

D cos kz eje j6e 0 d0 (A-49)
-- f B+B

0

E j ±D cos kz4,f dO (A-50)
-- c •6+B

Equation (A-48) can now be integrated to yield
C

f W E0M [(.{n:+B} - in {B}] (A-51.)

where

E - j cos kz . (A-52)
2pL 2

2*.1I
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APPENDIX B. MOMENT METHOD ANALYSIS OF IWO MONOPOLES

NEAR A SLIT IN A GROUND PLANE

The purpose of the moment method program was to determine the trans-

fer characteristic of two monopoles positioned normal to a thin ground plane,

as shown in Figure B-i. The ground plane contained a crack perp:.rdicujar to the

. ... ,line connecting the two monopoles. The monopoles had a lergth of I. Rnd
0

radius of a, where a<<X. The monopoles and the ground plane were modeled

as two dipoles of length L 2 2L radiating into free space. The distance

Sbetween the dipoles was d, where d>X. The first dipole was driven by a

.1 1-volt magnetic frill of radius b located at its center. The program used

. the method of moments with point matching and pulse basis functions to find

the current at discrete point" on the axis of both dipoles and the crack.

The currents at the center of each dipole were used to find the transfer

characteristic of the dipoles.

The dipoles were assumed to have a large length to diameter ratio

and to be perfect conductors. Since a<<X, only currents in the z direction

were present. The field at each dipole was equal to the sum of the scattered

component, E , and the incident component, Ei , where the scattered component

was the field scattered from the wires and the incident component was the

field from the magnetic frill. Since the total field must be zero on the

surface and in the interior of a perfectly conducting wire,

Sz

•,• or+L/2

I(z')K(z,z')dz' E , (B-I)

"where K(z,z') is the ksrnel given by
=o" i~~') e-ikR2 22

- ",o e jiR [(l+JkR)(2R -3a2) 2 (kaR) 2,•.WC Kzz) Jo 4rR 5

-• *R = /(k-x')2 + (y-y,) + (z-z,)2

according to Pocklington's equation[13]. K(z,z') gives the scattered field at

"a point z due to a unit basis current element at the point z'.

,%
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The program first calculated the current distribution on dipole

1. The method of moments was used to chauge Equation (B-1) to a system of

simultaneous linear algebraic equations, where the I 's were the unknowns.n

The dipole was divided into N segments which were each Az' long, and the
n

current was given by N

I(z') A n ng(z

where g (z') are the unit basis functions:

I z in Az'

gn(z') - n

0 elsewhere -

Equation (1) then became:

Q/2 L/2

I(z.')K(z,z')dz' nl Ig(z')K(z ,z')dL'

-L/2

N f _ i(

J-1 In K(Zm'z)dz E Z (zm (B-2)
Az'

n

Point matching was used to enforce Equation (B-2) at N points, zm, on the

surface of the dipole. The result was a system of equations of the form:

[ZInI] - [Vm]

[Z mn] was an N by N Toeplitz matrix given by:

Z - e-JkR 2 3 2  +

Zn (jWC 0 o) R 5 )[(l+JkR)(2R -3a) + (kaR) 2 ]dz' (B-3)

n
where

.. ,R ,, . (Zmzn') 2 + a 2

"Az' - length of segment containing z'.
n a
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Simpson's Rule was used to perform all the required integrations.

The vector [In] contained the amplitudes of the current basis functions
i

at each point z . The vector [V 3 was fqual to [-E 1, where E£i was
n m z z

the incident field at z due to the disk-shaped magnetic frill of radius b -m

around the middle of dipole 1. *1

E 2_ 1(Bi-4)iR 2 }
where E

Ii -
2 ~2

RI = a + zm2

2 m
R 2 . 2 + zm '

*4-

"Once the program calculated IZmn] and [V , the currents were found using
mn ~mW

a program from Stutzman and Thiele[14] to invert the matrix [Z n] and

calculate [I] - [Z] [Vm]. If the two dipoles were not identical,

the Impedance mAtriL of di4ole 2 .an te currents on dipole 2 due to a

1 volt magnetic frill at its center were calculated in the same manner as

for dipole 1.

In order to find the currents [lip] on the second dipole due to a

"frill on dipole 1, dipole 1, and the crack, the method of moments was used

"a again to get an cquation of the form [Z ][II - [V1. X[Z I was the
4'MP p m Msp i
impedance matrix for dipole 2. The vector [V m was equal to [-E ], where E '

was the incident field at the uth point on the axis of dipole 2 dmue to the m

first dipole, the magnetic frill, and the crack.

The field at a point on the axis of dipole 2 due to segment Azn

of dipole 1 was equal to dEn

"-p

4o
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-, 601 A Z-Z

dE- n n n + eS•n R 2 R rk

"i(je(B-5)

~L j R 27TR (27R

whr L 1 2]

xx2 n(Y- 2+( 2
whr (x- )2+(y-yn)+(z-zn)

nnn

"- - tan-1 (Lyn)

(x,y,P) was a point on dipole 2 and (x nYn, z n) was a point in the center of

the nth segment of dipole 1. The z component was dE n dE cosO - dE sine.•:Znr no

Therefore the field due to all N segments of dipole equaled n- dE

z

The field at a point (x,y,z) due to the magnetic frill was
9 derived using standard equations given by Harringtonrlq and was found to be

" Jk 22_ e-JkR

SE' = Jk(b.-a2) ( [, +-+ r4R2 ln(b/a) L kR

2 J(B-6)
+ - 1 k(iba I 11 ikR

weeL8Pln(b/a) R L *JkR (R) 2 J
whereJ

""e = tanen.)E

Only the z component, E' E' cos - E' sine, was needed, so the total
2 r

field at a point (x,y,z) due to dipole 1 and the frill was

K%
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N • '

E.- X dE + E'.S ni n- z
z

Using this definition for the z component of the field, dipole 2 was

divided into N segments of length Az and E was evaluated at each
m z[r

point zm at the center of each segment of dipole 2 to get E
I ij

The crack was modeled by placing a magnetic surface current In the

aperture. The crack structure divided space into two half spaces (i.e.,

z>O and z<O). For z>O, a surface current M was assumed to exist in the

crack aperture, and the surface current radiated in the presence of an

infinite ground plane. For z'10,a surface current -M was assumed.

By using M for z>O and -M for z<O the tangential E field was forced to be

continuous. The amplitude and distribution of M were unknowns and were

determined by enforring the boundary condition that tangential H must be

continuous in the aperture.

The crack width was assumed to be small with respect to a wave-

length. This assumption implied that the surface current M was entirely in

the x direction. The magnetic current M - M(x)x inside the crack was divided

into N segments of length Ax . Then

N
(x) l Mngn(x)

where

g(x) i x in A xn
0 elsewhere. -

The method of moments and point matching were used to find the amplitudes

Mn of the pulse basis functions gnW.After imposing the boundary

condition that Htan is continuous from z - to z - 0 in the aperture,

. • the resulting system of equations was

[H mn][M [-1/2 Hi

mnm[H... was an F by N Toeplitz matrix given by: ,

m23
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w/2M. n A n v e-JkR+ 12 k + . _ + L _ s n20 d
:H 1 os 2 0 -+ si~n2 0 dy

mn 2ryn f R2  ikR3) 2 RR2 JkR3)
-W/ 2

for mn (B-7)

,Hn mmJ~ "p b 'In (+ Nra 2 + b l(.a+ Vb +a)J

for m-n
where R- xM-Xn2+Y 2b - length of crack

""e - • . 2a - w - width of crach.
".4. tar

x -x
m n

H was the x component of the incident field at the point x in the crack
-m.

due to dipole 1.

i• N I tz

N n Azn -JkR 'Ak + _I D-w/ 2H x r e R (B-8)
m/, n-1 R

where

(xmYm,Zm) - point in center of mth segment of crack

"(x nyn ,zn) - point in center of nth segment of dipole I

D - distance from dipole 1 to crack

w - width of crack

2 2 2R Vý x n-x) + (ym-yn) + (zm-Z)

in i. in
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The program calculated [H n and [-1/2 H i and solved the system of

equations [H N][Mn] - [-1/2 H I for [M] using the same routine it

used to solve for [I n] of dipole 1.

The program then used the magnetic currents [M ] in the crack
n

to find the field on the axis of dipole 2 due to the crack. The z

component of the field at any point (x,yz) due to the nth segment of

the crack was

w/2

Ez _4nrR n nJkR (B-9)
n -w/ 2

where

bx - length of nth segment of crack
nn2 

(yyn)2 +(z 2z)n n n

N
The total field at (x,y,z) due to the crack was E" E

nul
n

Finally, the total incident field at a point z on the axis of

dipole 2 was

El' "

E E +E
z z zrl m M

Setting [V] - [-E ], the program solved the system of equations
M

[Zp ][I p [Vm] for [I p.

With the currents on dipole I and dipole 2 known for a 1-volt

source, the transfer characteristic was calculated.
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MEASURED VERSUS PREDICTED TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE

The time domain response of one antenna due to a voltage pulse

on another antenna was measured and predicted. The input pulse applied

"to the transmitting antenna and the output pulse at the receiving antenna

were both measured with an oscilloscope (see Figures B-2 and B-4). The

shape of the output pulse was predicted by calculating the transfer coeff1-

*% cient S21 of the two antennas for each frequency used in a Fourier series of

the input pulse function. The shape of the input pulse was approximated by

a combination of triangular and square pulses to get the input pulse function

f(t). To predict the output pulse the input pulse function f(t) was

expiessed as the real part of a sum of functions e nt with coefficients a ,
n

", ~i.e.,

"f(t) Re a eJn (B-10)

* - L

.4
where

27rn
::n n T

T - period

0n u0,1,2...N

Since
FNN

Ra ent a cosw tRe an n n
nLo nmo

the coefficients a are the Fourier coefficients:n
""• T

a -2 f (t)cosw tdt

0

. 122•-n i.n
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Once the input pulse was expressed as a Fourier series, the

transfer coefficients S21 were calculated for the two antennas according
n

"- to the moment method for each frequency f . The output pulse function
n

"was calculated by multiplying each Fourier coefficient of the input pulse

function by the transfer coefficient $21 summing the series, and taking

the real part, i.e.,

S• .N J( (•t + en
4 w fout(t) -Re 21  an ei, (B-Il)

where
S21 $ 21 jO

S2n n

. The time domain response was measured for two cases. In Case 1

Sthe two antennas were both 1/2-inch long. In Case 2, one antenna was 1/2-

inch long and the other was 1 inch long. 1he input pulse for both cases

.4 •was modeled with a 1.5 ns period and 30 terms of the Fourier series (see

2 "Figure B-3). The measured and predicted output pulses for both cases

showed good agreement (see Figures B-4 through B-7).

ILA
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APPENDIX C. TRANSIENT RADATION OVER A GROUND PLANE AND BETWEEN TWO PARALLEL PLATES

I. TRANSIENT RADIATION OVER A GROUND PLANE

In this section we consider the signal received by a small probe

"antenna when the source of radiation is a short vertical current element
*.-.

with impulsive time behavior. It is assumed that the highest frequency

components present in the current waveform are such that the probe an-

"tenna used for receiving is short relative to a wavelength (k < 0.15 X0.

This allows one to characterize the probe by its capacitive reactance

since the radiation rusistanee is small by comparison. Figure C-1 shows

the physical arrangement assumed. The ground plane is chosen so large

'-I that reflection from its sides is delayed long enough for the direct

transmitted pulse signal to be received without interference.

The problem is solved using the following steps: The solution is

first derived for steady sinusoidal fields with e time dependence.

This solution is obtained usinq image theory and the well known results

for the field radiated by a short current filament. The open circuit re-

ceived voltage is calculated by the expression

V -o I E dV (C-l)

iln V

where E is the vertical field produced by the probe antenna when it is ra-

diating with an input current I. . Equation (C-i) comes from an application
in

of reciprocity and gives V in terms of the interaction of the radiatedoc

field with the current I whose signal we wish to find when the probe is

used for receiving. When the initial conditions are zero we can replace

jw by the Laplace transform variable s to obtain the Laplace transform

of the solution. The inversion of this transform will give the time do-

main solution.
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When the probe is used for transmitting the current on the probe is
triangular, falling linearly from I. to zuro at the end, since the probe

is short compared to all wavelengths present. The total radiated electric

field in the vertical direction along the ground plane is

jk ZI E j
Eo010in- + 1 1 0  (C-2)

= 47v r Jk r2 k2r3

0 08
We now replace jw by s, i.e., jk0 by s/c, to obtain (c 3 x 10 m/s is

the speed of light propagation)

o s + 1 + c -(sr)/c I(s)
(S =s_+- -- )eIs (C-3)-

ou( = 4r cr r sr 3

upon application of (C-1) and letting I(s) be the Laplace transform of i(t),

the radiating current element with effective length £ .e

The recuiving circuit is shown in Figure C-2. Since the radiation resis-

tance R is very small, the output voltage V (s) is given by
0

ZV (s) CZsV (s)
Vc oc c ocv0(s) I + CZ S (C-4)0 c + ; C

where Z is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line and C is thec .

probe calpacitance.

In the inverse Laplace transform a factor s in the numerator is equiva-

lent to a time derivative. [fence, for sVo(s) we obtain, in the time domain,

dv Wt z 1k 2"oc ( 0 e d 1 d1 st-sr/c
dt t+ c 1 fe I(s)ds (C-5)dt0 c dt 2 r2 t r32jC

The inverse transform in this equation is simply i(t-r/c) which is the time

delayed current waveform.

Consider the equation -

•" ~vls) i
Vs V (s) (C-6a)

s......
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Figure C-I. Tr.ansient radiating current and receiving probe.
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• "- Figure C-2. Equivalent probc reciivinq circuit. Radiation resistance

R is much smaller than Z

_i(t) 250 psec

t

21 0

Figure C-3. Assumed current pulse.
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or

(s + a) V (s) = V(s) (C-6b)
a

In the time domain this is the differential equation ,

( +. a) v (t) vlt) (C-6c)
dt a

This equation can be integrated by multiplying by the integrating factor

at and noting that

at Ut Id +Mat V,. ( -+a) v (t) I- v (t)].
dL a dL a

Thus we obtain

tV (t) =v (0) -at + -at , v(t') dt' (C-7)

a a

as the solution of th,: systeim dascribed by (C-6). We now apply this result

to (C-4) and use (C-5) to obtain
t/ d2 1 d c -

tot/1 -t/T'
V 0 (t ) = v 0 (0 ) e - / + e 0 _t2d

004n c 2 -2 dtT -3
0 dt' r r

i(t' - r/c) dt' (C-8)

since sVoc transforms into dv oc/dt as the applied signal at the input for

the first order differential equation analogous to (C-6c). The time constant

T equals CZ . We can assume that there is no initial charge on C so that

v0(0) is zero.

As a model for a typical pulse we will use
.4

i(t) -I - cos W0 t), 0 < t (C-9) •

This pulse is shown in Figure C-3. For this pulse we have

7 7x.-'
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2
4 1 -d + I-) (1 - cos W (t' - r/c))

cr dt
2  

2 dt' 3 0
dt' r r

C" 2 ck
0  (t ' - r/c) + sin w0(t' r/c)

"•r co (,2o-tr-c)
r r

+ ( - o o(t' -WW (C-10)
r3

where k0 W0,/c. If the pulse duration 2n/u0 is short, say less than 250

p.icoseconds, then w is of order 8i x 109 or greater. The relative order
2 2 2

of magnitude of the three terms in (C-10) is then (4i'/rAo) (2i/rA ), and

31/r . As long as r is greater than A which is of order 7.5 cm the first0

term will dominate. Thus we obtain

Z it I ck ~ t
V (t)e ft/T e cos W0 (t'-r/c) dt' (C-Il)0 4r r/c

The lower limit has been replaced by r/c since i(t-r/c) is zero when

.J N;7 t ": r/c. The maximum value of t in the integral is r/c + 2n/w0 . Since a

typical probe that is a few centimeters long has a capacitance of only a

fraction of a picofarad, the timo constant i is typically much shorter than

the pulse duration. The integration in (C-Il) can be performed to give

TC 2 0
v0(t) 047-Z0 rr(k 0e) 2 2 "

"";-(t-rlc)IT r2714w U

cos w (t-r/c) +.0-r vin w0(t-r/c) - e t < < + -- +
0 0 0 c--c

e -(t-r/c)/T (e - ,t > r + 2W (C-12)

For a typical set of parameters we will assume:

..0

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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C-6

4' 210 - 10 ma peak current

R£ =I cm

z -3z3mm
42

W 80 e8 x IGC, pulse length - 250 picoseconds

C -0.15 pfd

Z 50 ohms

T - 7.5 pi..oseconds, w0 0.0Gi= 0.188

r =30 cm

Z0 377 ohms

v/c 1000 p)icoseconds

"' The resultant received signal is sketched in Figure C-4. A peak signal voltage

of nearly 0.25 millivolt is produced by a peak value of 10 ma for the ra-

diatinq current. The incident ulvctric ficld is related to the time deriv-

ative of the current puulse and hence is a sinusoidal pulse lasting for one

period. The receiving circuit modifies this pulse as shown in Figure C-4 but

it remains very nearly a sinusoidal pulse.

desThe wavuto rm chosen for the radiating current was dictated by Ute

desire to avoid step functions and impulse functions from occurring when

the first and second time derivatives are taken. It also is a wavetorm

for which the analysis is readily carried out. The analysis carried out

above is similar to that made by Meadois and Poirier Tl0, and Peake,

IMeadors, and Poirier R7]. The main difference is that the finite time

constant of the input circuit has been taken into account. This analysis

was carried out primarily for the purpose of later comparison with the re-

sults for transient radiation between two parallel plates.

[I-
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250 psec.

Input pulse -Io(l - cos wo0t)

0.25-

, r /Resul tant
e -t Waveform
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,V L. - r sin wo (t - --

-0.25
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FIGURE C-4. RECEIVED SIGNAL FOR TRANSIENT RADIATION OVER A GROUND PLANE
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1I. TRANSIENT RADIATION BETWEEN PARALLEL PLATES

The configuration to be studied is shown in Figure C-5. It consists of a

short impulsive current clcment radiating between two conducting plates

with spacing b. The transient signal is received by a coaxial line probe. A

The spacing b is assumed to be small enough so that for all significant :3
frequency components present in the signal only the dominant TEM field

propagates.

When thu probe is radiating it produces a vertical electric field

that can be ,xirussud as an infinite sum of modes of the form

11 T1 2 2 22 2Z2/ko:n2i, /b ) (c-z3)Cco!C b H 0  0
n=O

whore H2 Is the Hankei function of the second kind. When k 0 nfl/b this

funct' n decays exponentially so the higher order modes are evanescent.

The dominant radiated mode is

E = C0 fl (k r)
00 0

The constant C equals -koZ /4 times the average current in the probe. When

the spacing b is small the current in the probe is essentially uniform and

equal to the input current I i. when the probe extends across to the upper

"plate as shown in Figure C-5. Thus the dominant radiated vertical electric field

'• is

k0 0(kor) 
(C-14)

3.• Fur from the probe the field is given by

iE k 0 o e (C-15)

4%
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, The total radiated power is givet by

2Ti i 2 (C-16)

The radiation resistance of the probe is the factor multiplying jin12

ii.e.,

R T:b z°(C-17)
2 Xýj 0

and is much larger than that of a similar short probe radiating in free

dslacL.. TIL. probe reactance is inductive and is given approximately by

the expression

S.... b -k 2 (C-18)
0 0"?XL : 0 X £ 1.781koa ~ (-8

where a is the p'robe radius.

Thu, open circuit r, ceived voltage when a current I(W) of effective

length i£ is radiating is given by (C-1) and is

k Z SV 0= Ik 11 2(k r) (C-19)

oc 4 e0O

In the Laplace transform domain the open circuit received voltage is

Zo 0 (s)0 C 2

Ct W () 4 dt 2

Soc 4c s H0(-is r/c) (C-20)

in the time domain we obtain

fr the z e d a eSt 2fictiond(-21OC 4c dt 27i9 f/ I(s) HO0(j /)d

•i5,This equation can be simplified by making use of the integral representation

•, for the Hankel function, numely

O i-- coshur) 2c

0 II:i "<:0
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b - - 2a a

voc

Figure C-5. Transient radiation between two parallel plates.

I

Idz

Idz

Figure C-6. Radiation from a line source formed by the images of the

probe in the two parallel plates.

z in
F C -7 for i nf in-u im a

Figure C-7. Illustration for derivatior• of input impedance.
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[.4

When we use this expression along with tho inverse transform relationship

rS (t-- cosh u)
1'i t e I(s) ds i(t-rcosh u)

".C c

we obtain

,v (t) = e f i(t - - cosh u) du (C-22)
,.y oc 2le dt 4 0 c

4.0
for t > !-cosh u. For earlier values of t, i is zero. We now let r cosh u

- cv which transforms the integral into the form

v (t) = Z d f- dv (C-23)•-oc 2nTc dt /vc" r/c 2 2
v - (r/c)

If the pulse duration is T and t > T + r/c the lower limit in the integral
_t

cTh result given by (C-23) demonstrates the fundamental difference be-

tween radiation in a thrce dimensional space and that in a two dimensional

Sspdce. In thrue dimensions a pulse of length T radiates a field also of

J4 duration T if the source is a point source. In two dimensions the source

is a line source that extends to infinity and therefore at any time there

will be a contribution to the field from the remote portions of the line

sourcc. Thus a pulse radiates a field with an infinitely long tail.

The result given by (C-23) can also be derived by beginning with the

"solution for a short current filament and integrating along the infinite

line source. With reference to Figure C-6 the current elements at +z will

produce a z directed electric field at P given by

Jko0 f e dz
0

The received open circuit voltage in the Laplace transform domain is thus

'A -A
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C-12

-sR/c

V (s) Z-2 -- (S)-s C dz
oc ( 2pc R

In the time domain we obtain

ZR. s(t- R/c)
"(t) ZO~e d I C

oc 2rc dt 2jij f f R I(s) ds dz
0 c

0e d i (t - R/c)= - dz
21Tc dtJ R .0

2 2 2 2 2 2
where i is zero for R > ct. We now let R z + r = c v , dz c v dv/z

and thon

Z Z0 Zc d t i(t-v)dv
v (t) 2-c dtOCctr/c !v2 r2/2

v -r /c

which is the same as (C-23). The limits on the integral are dictated by the

condition that i(t- v) is zero for v > t and that the first arrival of a

signal at P occurs at a delayed time t = r/c.

Antenna Impedance Function

In order to calculate the voltage on the coaxial line as produced by

the open circuit received voltage, it is necessary to have an expression for

the input impedance function for the antenna. For an input current with

time dependence e jwt, the input impedance is approximately

Zin R + X L (C-24)

where R is given by (C-17) and XL by (C-18). The radiation resistance is

wbZo/4c and is an odd function of W. This is not a physically realizable

impedance for which we can replace w by -js. It would lead to a complex

function in the time domain. Also XL depends on the log of w and this is

4-' a multivalued function. In order to obtain the appropriate impedance

V.

"I . . " . " . " " . -" " . " . " "" -""'" . .. . . ""•"" "- - ' " -"-"-" ' . "• . "" . '" . '• •- " % " " ' L
l• •;J• 4- .:'*..v. • •'':J ' I- C* . " "l", •n ," " " " . . . . . .. . .•_• •.. •.- • •_'•& • '-• -'m;.' - -'-e-•L.-• • - ' • -•*- -t " "
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function we return to the derivation of R and XL. With reference to Figure C-7

,' < ,assume that a voltage V across the coaxial transmission line excites a uni-

*L form current I. on the antenna. The radiated electric field is given by
4 in

E = - H'ko H (k r) I
z 4 00 in

The magnetic field B is obtained from Maxwell's equation

"4. -

.V xE: =- j•B

V EPw

ar

The line integral of E around the contour C shown in Figure C-7 equals .-V since

E is zero cilong the antenna, the parallel plates, and vanishes liker1/

as r becomes infinite. The only contribution is from the open end of the

coaxial liiw. Thu line initecqral also cequals the negative total rate of

change of magnetic flux through C, hence

-v -jw)f f B dr dz
0 0

;4

or

"". in 0 H 2 (k a)

- 4c H0(- c~

upors replacing jw by s. When ca/c is small we can use the small areudoent

approximation for the f ankel function to obtain

,... 0..4 0* * ~ ~ * *~4 .. -.----

44" v : - J' a' - r = b
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a-.

-jsbZ0I0
in = 4c (1 + 1.78 sa2

sbZ0  2c

= 1n 1.78 sa (C-25)

When s = jw this reduces to tne result given by (C-24). In order that the

real part of Zn (s) will be equal to the real part of Z. (s*) we must re-
*1in in

strict the angle s in the complex plane to be between -w and I by placing

a branch cut along the negative real axis from the origin to infinity.

When s = jw (C-25) gives

wbZ 2
Z. M 0 (1 + in c ) (C-26)
III 4c ii 1.78 wa

Whe = in~~f in e + In1

and then see that (C-25) gives

"Zin (W -"lIbz0 ("-2+ 2jin 2c R jX (C-27)

As can be seen (C-25) does have the correct properties to be a physically

meaningful impedance function.

Received Signal Waveform

In the Laplace transform dobiain the received signal voltage is (see

Figure C-8)

Z V (S)C oc
V(s) - 2 c +Zln(s)

i i

When we introduce the Laplace transform of (C-23) to obtain Voc (s) and take -

the inverse transform of V(s) we obtain

..... ,,_-.".,,.:...-.........'...,,'...-.. ..... ,._.....-......, .,...- -, -, , ,.., ~
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"C-15

"" z (s)qin

Vz Zc oc(S
V~s) (s)

Figure C-8. Receiving equivalent circuit.

"II S plane

I0
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"J' Figure C-9. Inveraion €ontouru for vlt).
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Z0Z e st-sv
v (t) f ce e I(S)d dv (C-28)

r/c 2 2 2 c
VV -r /c

If we model the input pulse by the function -I1 l - cos W 0t) for 0 < t <

2•/l0= T, its Laplace transform will be

22 0 -sT).
I (s)= -I G�0 ( 1 -e (C-29)

"s(s2 +W 2)

Thus

v(t) 0 - e 
-(-,

S,,.~~/c Vv -r /c' .

s(t-v) -ST
Ti 2 2 (C-30)

S(W0 + s [z2 + Z. (s))

The contour is a line parallel to the imaginary axis in the right half

plane. For t -v > 0 and t - v - T > 0 the contour can be closed in the

half plane but not across the branch cut that is needed to keep Z. (S)

single valued. When we close the contour in the manner shown in Figure C-9

the residues at the poles +jw0 are picked up and the remainder is the A

branch cut integral along CB.

The residue contributions give v Mt) where

ZoZ wo£e 0 t sin [,a0 (t-v) -4d •-

for v < t and r < ct < r + cT. When ct > r + T the lower limit in (C-31) is

replaced by t - T. In this equation R and XL are as given by (C-17) and (C-18)

for k0 2r/A 0/c and

*u tanl R (C-32) -

I! 
c

iL +Z"
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The integral over v accounts for the long tail in the pulse response. This

* tail will decrease in amplitude for large t since the interval in v is from

t - T to t and t becomes large relative to r/c so the pulse decays like

"t£nt/(t-T)].

If the following change in variables is made
*. 0.T

- =cv/r , to ct/r , O= W0 r/c

"the integral in (C-31) becomes

!o '• t' sin (w -
K(t') - dX

-sin •Zn(t'+ - +) W01 cos [W0 (t'-A)-O]tn(A+/A -1) dX for l<t'<l+T'

-1) 1 X -2 ,to

-sin 4, m• t' -1) 2 + W C Cos 2o(t'-x-0 + _2-) dA'-'+ V 2_1) t'-T'

"•: foi t'>l+T'

12 after integrating by parts once. The received signal is

A'J ZoZck0I0

v (t') = - K(t') (C-33)

4•. 
2n/(R+Z) 2+X

c L

The integral K(t) has been evaluated numerically and the results are tabu-

-9lated below for the case when r - 30 cm, r/c - 10-, to is measured in nano-

seconds, and w, 8w x 109 w - 8, * - 0.922.

S-', C.•.''VA,% . N.- •*. *. .
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t- 1 K(t') t- 1 K(t')

.000 .000 .225 -. 145

.025 -.110 .250 -. 220 0-

.050 -. 024 .275 -. 081

.075 1 .110 .300 -. 054

.100 .240 .325 -. 040

.125 .300 .350 -. 031

.150 .270 .500 -. 012 -

.175 .160 .600 -. 008

.200 -. 001 .750 -. 005

Note that there is a long tail associated with the received pulse but its

amplitude is small. The input pulse length corresponds to At' = T' = 0.25

nanoseconds. The received signal is plotted in Figure C-10 where the follow-

ing p'arameter values have b,-en chosen.

T 250 picosecs Probe radius a 1 minx

= 3 om R 197.4 ohms

×Lb 2. 5 cin X, 326.17 ohms""

Z 5 0* r= 30 cm
C .

210 1ma

The received signal is approximately 10 times larger than that for radia-

tion over a ground plane. We have neglected the contribution from the

branch cut integral which is expected to be small. If we had assumed that

the probe impedance was constant the branch cut integral would not have

arisen. The branch cut integral can be expressed in the form
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-L'- 
9

-N"I 2

SIVlNt)

0GoS100 300 500
piPcoseconds

250 psec.

-2' -Input plse

-3

FIGURE C-10. RECEIVED SIGNAL FOR TRANSIENT RADIATION BETWEEN PARALLEL PLATES
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Z teIo t'

v (t) Z )e -p(t'-A) [l-U(t'-l-To) e I dpB 2 f - 2 2Z rAt 2_ (0. _- 2r 2
"0 2 -1 021. -7o "ai) + 0p 3 '

(C-34)

where U(x) f1 or x > 0 and equals zero for x < 0. The lower limit t; in the

integral over A equals 1 for t.' < 1 + T' and equal. t - T' when t' > 1 + To.

By estimatinq upper bounds on the integral in (C-34) it is found that its con-

tributiori to the received signal can be neglected.
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APPENDIX D

A TRANSMISSION LINE CIRCUIT FOR
AI� ULTRA FAST SAMPLER
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Transmission Line Circuit For Ultra Fast Sampler
-4

In the discussion to follow it will be convenient to describe the

length of a transmission line in terms of its equivalent time delay. Thus

a line t seconds long will have a physical length k = v0 T where v0 is the

propagation velocity along the line. For example, if v0 = 0.7c, c = speed

of light, then a line 10 picoseconds long has a physical length of 0.7 x

3 x 10 1 0 X 10-11 = 0.21 cm.

Consider a transient signal S(t) of duration T such as shown in Figure

D-la. If this signal is fed into a long traremission line then after a time

interval T this signal is spatially spread out over a length T of trans-

mission line as shown in Figure D-lb. An interchange between time and a spatial

coordinate has been accomplished. If a photograph of the signal on the

transmission line at time t = T could be taken, it would provide the time

waveform. In place of sampling in time we can use spatial sampling along

the transmission line. Hence, if we could acquire samples of the voltage

on the transmission line at intervals 1/2B sec apart, these spatial samples

would be equivalent to time samples and could be used to reconstruct the

waveform.

A transmission line circuit for acquiring the spatial samples is

shown in schematic form in Figure D-2. It consists of a main line of charac-

teristic impedance Z terminated in a matched load at the far right hand
c

side. A number of parallel connected brawch lines a distance apart

are connected to the main line through gellium-arsenide series switch

elements. The number of branching lines equals the number of sample

values required. The spacing Ts equals the time duration that the 3eries

ss
switchts are on. Each branch line is o~f the same length (at least T¶ /2
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Transmission Line Circuit ror Ultra Fast Sampler
"-4

In the discussion to follow it will be convenient to describe the
length of a transmission line in terms of its equivalent time delay. Thus

a line T seconds long will have a physical length k = V0 T where v0 is the

propagation velocity along the line. For example, if v0 = 0.7c, c = speed

of light, then a line 10 picoseconds long has a physical length of 0.7 x
10 -11 = 0.21 cm.

3x0 xl 1 001m

Consider a transient signal S(t) of duration T such as shown in Figure

D-la. If this signal is fed into a long tra-rmslission line then after a time

interval T this signal is spatially spread out over a length T of trans-

mission line as shown in Figure D-lb. An interchange between time and a spatial

coordinate has been accomplished. If a photograph of the signal on the

transmission line at time t = T could be taken, it would provide the time

waveform.. In place of sampling in time we can use spatial sampling along

the transmission line. Hence, if we could acquire samples of the voltage

on the transmission line at intervals 1/2B sec apart, these spatial samples

would be equivalent to time samples and could be used to reconstruct the

waveform.

A transmission line circuit for acquiring the spatial samples is

shown in schematic form in Figure D-2. It consists of a main line of charac-

teristic impedance Z terminated in a matched load at the far right hand
C

side. A number of parallel connected bran.ich lines a distance T apart

are connected to the main line through gellium-arsenide serius switch

elements. The number of branching lines equals the number of sample

values required. The sp.acing Ts equals the time duration that the ser.ies

ss

switchcs are on. Each branch line is o.f the same length (at least T /2
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"S(t)

t
)T

-T .. IS z) a =

-* V
0

, .Transmission Line

(b)
p • FIGURE D-I. (a). TRANSIENT SIGNAL IN TIME DOMAIN.

(b). TRANSIENT SIGNAL SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED ALONG A TRANSMISSION
LINE. THE DOTS SHOW DESIRED SAMPLE VALUES NEEDED TO RECON-
STRUCT THE WAVEFORM.

Signa 9l 81_____________
Input " '

2 LRL czc C

FIGURE D-2. IRANSMISSION LINE CIRCUJIT FOR AN U'.TRA FAST SAMPLER.
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long) and is terminated in a capacitor C. For optimum power transfer into

each branch line its characteristic impedance is Z /2 (this can be seen by
c

noting that the impedance seen from the branch line looking into the main

lne1 is that of two lines with characteristic impedance Z connected in

parallel). At the instant of time that the waveform to be sampled is prop-

erly positioned with respect to the sampling gates all switches are acti-

vated into the on state. Prior to this activation the branch lines are not

connected so they produce only a small perturbation of the main line char-

acteristics. This is important in order that the signal on the main line

will be an accurate replica of the signal in the time domain.

Consider now what happens at the n'th sampling gate at the time that

the switch is turned on (Figure D-3). The voltage signal on the main line is
* 4.

S . A voltage wave with initial value S n/2 is launched into the n'th branch

line and secondary waves of voltage -S /2 and propagating away from the

junction in both directions are launched on the main line. As time progres-

ses the signal moves to the right at a speed v0 on the main line. When a

time interval of length T has elapsed a replica of the waveform between S
s n

and S has been launched onto the branch line. Also at this time the
n-l

secondary waves are just arriving at the adjacent sampling gates on the

main line. If however the switches open at this time, the secondary waves

are not coupled onto the branch lines. Thus each branch line captures a

portion of the main line signal of length T and stores a voltage on the

capacitor proportional to this. From the capacitor voltages the main line

signal can be reccnstructed. After the switches become non-conducting the

waves on the main line are absorbed in the load RL or reflected from the

input end and eventually dissipated.

,, '4 i
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FIGURE D-3. TRANSIENT WAVEFORMS PRODUCED AT THE NITH SAMPLING
GATE WHEN THE SWITCH IS TURNED ON.
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The basic principle of operation as outlined above is straightforward

but for a more detailed understanding a complete analysis should be carried

out. Some of the things that should be studied are:

-2 (1) optimum length for the branch lines.

(2) Optimum size capacitor to use.

(3) Ringing or multiple reflections on the branch line after the
switch becomes highly resistive.

(4) Dissipation of the signal on the branch lines and the final
voltage stored on the capacitors.

(5) The effect of the switch as it passes through the transition
phase from on to off.

-~(6) Leakage through the switch.

(7) Dissipation of the signal on the main line. (This can be ac-
counted for by weighting the capacitor voltages appropriately
before waveform reconstruction is carried out.)

V (8) Input coupling circuit and its transient response.

Physical limitations such as the switch on time T and the minimum

spacing between the branch lines that can be realized may result in an

insufficient number of spatial samples. One way to overcome this problem

is to use two or more sampler systems in parallel. For example, the num- 2
ber of' spatial samples can be doubled by using the circuit shown in Fikur:e D-4.II In this system the signal is split and displayed on two main lines. The

series of sampling gates on the second line are shifted by a distance

Ta i /2 in order to acquire sample values midway between those obtained on
I%

tefirst line.

tein the ideal version of the proposed circuit there are several

desirable features such as identical branch lines, no problems associated

& with line terminations, no multiple reflections to distort the sample

WIN
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.* values, and no need to activate the switches in a sequential manner in

time. The extent to which these features can be retained in a practical

system will depend on the quality of the switching elements.

Input

ZZi

C C

4-, RLzI"InputI

2 SAM TS T N Q• Zc IIS

., zC. L

kq FIGURE D-4. A SAMPLER SYSTEM THAT DOUBLES THE NUMBER OF SPATIAL

SAMPLES THAT- CAN BE ACQUIRED.

L.7- * -1
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APPENDIX E. SUMMARY OF TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSIENT PHENOMENA

For a loss free line the equations describing the voltage v(t,z)

and current i(t,z) on the line are

L v _ i ai av

"az at a' at

From these equations we obtain

2 2 2 2--v ai - a i
az 2  at2 az 2  at 2

The solution for v is of the form

v - S +t - z/v ) + S-(t + z/v
0 0

where v0 . (LC)-1/2 is the propagation velocity. S is a voltage wave

propagating in the +z direction while S is a voltage wave propaqating in

the -z direction. The associated current waves are

i+ ¥ S+ - _~Y

+ +- , i c S--y S

-here Y = (C/L)1/2 is the characteristic admittancu of the line.

'-nere are two basic ways to analyze transients on a transmission line.

One method simply tracks the wave as it evolves in time and space and ap-

plies the proper terminal conditions in the time domain. The other method

uses the Laplace transform technique and a form of analysis which is the

same as that used for steady state sinusoidal pignals but followed by an

Sinve\ "-..pl." ..- anoform*tion at the end. -

Con •ider as an example a rectangular pulse input at z = 0, t = 0.

• h ' •q,°• '•C'"" "f• ' "K" '. . ."*."..V " "'"-'" "' ''* ."v -. "._". '--" "*"--'"---"."" "-
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A capacitor C is located a distance £ from the input. At time £/v0 the

leading edge of the pulse arrives at the capacitor and then applies a

voltage S to CI for a time interval T where T is the pulse duration.

Since C1 is initially uncharged a reflected voltage wave S (t - £/v 0 ) is
1 0+

produced. The incident and reflected current waves are Y c S += i + and

-YC S(t - i/v ) - i . The capacitor voltage v1 equals S+ + S- and the

terminal coniition iI - C dv /dt must hold. Hence, we must have

Y (S+ - S-) -i = iI = C1 -4 (S+ + S-) ,[1 1 1t

But S+ is a constant during the pulse duration so

dS 1 I +c----S- +--S
dt Cc2 C Z

The solution for S is of the form

- + -/T -
S =S +Ae .e

where T - ClZ. L_ t = i/v 0 when the pulse first arrives vI = 0 so

S = -S+ initially. Hence,

S" -+ + -£•0
S -S W S + A e and

+i/Tv 0.--
A -2S+ e and

-(t-k/v o)/
S -S[l - 2 e

This solution applies until time t - + T when the input pulse ceases.
V0  +

At this time the reflected wave has an amplitude S [I - 2 e-T/ . If the

input end of the line is terminated in a matched generator no reflection

of the wave reflected from C1 occurs and C1 will now simply discharge with
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a time constant r. Figure E-1 shows the relfected voltage waveformn. Note

that when S+ drops to zero the reflected voltage wave increases by an

"amount S+ in order to match the total line voltage to the capacitor vol-

tage. If the pulse duration T is very long S will approach a value of

S and the final total line voltage and capacitor voltage will be 2S+.

This condition must be achieved since when the capacitor is fully charged

"the line current is zero, i.e., 1 + i 0. The fully charged capacitor"

acts as an open circuit termination. If reflection from the generator enO

occurs then an additional voltage wave is launched and travels towards the

"capacitor and its effect must be tracked in time and position along the

line. When there are several junctions and terrinations it can become

quite complex to track the multitude of waves that are generated. It then

is more expedient to use the Laplace transform method of solution.

*. Laplace Transform Solution

We will illustrate the Laplace transform method by considering the

"- same example as discussed above. The Laplace transform of the uquations

for v and i are:
%

2 2 2 2

2 v2 2 v2
0 0

where V and I are the transforms of v and i and the lower case s is the

Laplace transform variable. The solutions for V and I are:

+ -sz/V sz/v 0V V e + V e

V+ -z/v YV

c0 -
YCC

•% "• •~~~.... .. .. .. .........-......... .. ..-.. • o.-... ,.......
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S+ 
"

Pul se Gen. 
"-"

Reflected Voltaqe

Waveform

- %.4

FIGURE E-1. TRANSIENT PULSE ON A TRANSMISSION LINE.
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The reflection coefficient of the load is

1
ZL -Z 1C C l-ss

- sC c I - sc Zc TS
ZL + Z 1 + Z 1 + sCZ 1 1 + Ts

sCI c

sx/v 0  + -s9./v 0
Hence, V e R V e At the generator end we must have

V - V + V- + I Z V + V- + Y (V+ - V-)Z =2V+
g g c c c

where V is the Lapldce transform of the input signal. For a pulse ofg

duration T and amplitude V0 we get

T -st t VO -;T)
Vg M Vf e dt - U - e

g 0 s

The reflected wave at z = - may now be found. It is given by

s/v 0 1 ST - S/V0 0 --sT
V_ e e"'

1 + ST 2s (1 - e

The inverse Laplace transform of this waveform is the same signal as found

earlier. No reflection occurs before t = 1/v 0 as can be seen from tho de-
-' 'V0

lay factor e

Switched Branching Line

Figure E-2 shows a signal S(z) on a transmission line at t = 0. At

t - 0 the branch line is switched to the main line. As a result, voltage

waves

S(t- z/vO) , S2 (t + z/v 0 ) , S3 (t - x/v

are launched on the three lines. The corresponding current wag$es are

YSI , "Y1S12 , 2S3
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'I.

Since all three lines are connected in parallel, the total voltage on

each line must be the same. thus

S + S1 = S + S = S and hence S =S.
'a 12 3 1 2'

The sum of the currents entering the junction node must be zero so we

also have

Y1 (S - 2 )- YI(S+S) -V 2S3 -0

Since S, S 2 we obtain

2Y1 S I -Y2S = -Y2(S + SI)

Thus we find that

= -Y
S1 - 2Y + 2 S = RS

1 2

where R is the reflection coefficient seu.n un the input line 2. The solu-

tion for S3 is

• 2Y1

$3 2YI +Y S = (2+R)S

1 2 1 2s2
The power flow on line 3 is given by 1 Y2 S 3 = • Y2 (l + R) . This ex-

pression can be maximized with respect to the parameter aI/Y2 and it is

then found that the optimum value of Y2 is Y2 = 2YI' Only the portion of

the original waveform S from the point P1 to the point P 2 is launched onto

the three lines after the switch is activated.

'SjI

S
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APPENDIX F. FABRICATION PROCESS FOR THE OPTICALLY SENSITIVE GaAs SWITCH

"* - Y'abrication Process

Two alternative methods of fabrication of the devices have been

explored. Process TYPE 1 which was first used is the more involvid and

utilizes four photoresist masking steps. The Process TYPE 2 combines the

"-, ohmic contact metal mask (MCM-3) and the strippeL connect:,hn mask (NMC-4) thus

saving on one photoresist step. Another major difference between the two
,.

processe3 is that a S13N4 capping layer was used under the implant resist

-'A rask in procees TYPE 1 wh.ile in process TYPE 2 only photoresisL was used as

the implant masking mel.um. In both processes the G&As surface was uncapped

*1 'C during implantation in the source and drain regions.

FABRICATION PROCESS TYPE 1

1. GaAs surface preparation:

(i) Wafers degreased in isopropyl alcohol for 2 minutes.

%'ii) Rinstd in DI water for 2 minutes.

(iii) Etch cleaned for 1 minutes at 40°C in the mixture:

DI 1120 40 parts (by volume)

H 2SO4 1 part (by volume)

1 1 202 1 part (by volume)

(iv) Rinsed in DI water for 2 minutes.

(v) Etched fcr 1 minute in concentrated HC1.

-' (vi) Rinsed in DI water for 2 minutes.

(vii) Blown dry in filtered N2 .

2. Si3N4 cap of 1000 A thickness deposited by plasma CVD process.

_' , , " , , -- ,•- - • , • -, , , . - - - • -. . ' ', .,.- . .. " ,--.' , -, ". - . .. ,3 4. ' ' .• • ', • , -.-
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3. Photoresist implant mask lithography:

(i) Baked at 180C for 1 hour.

(ii) HHDS spun for 40 seconds at 3000 RPM.

(iii) AZ1350 spun for 40 seconds at 3000 RPM.

(iv) Soft baked at 85C for 1 hour.

(v) Mask MSD-l exposed for 15 seconds to mercury-arc source.

(vi) Developed in (5:1) H20:DEV for 30 seconds.

(vii) Rinsed in DI H2 0 for 2 minutes.

(viii) Hard baked at 85 0 C for 30 minutes.

(ix) Si3N4 Plasma etched in CF4 at 0.6 mm pressure and 100 Watts

RF power for 1 minute.

4. Source-drain region implantation.

(i) Wafer #BIWIG given silicon implants only:

Si+ energy Dose

100 key 1013 cm 2

160 keY 1013 cm-2

(ii) Wafer #B2WlG given silicon and phosphorus imiplants:

Si+ energy Dose

100 keV 1013 cm-2

160 keV 1013 cm 2

P energy

120 keV 1013 cm-2

190 keV 1013 cm-2

5. Photoresist stripping.

(i) Soaked in acetone and scrubbed with Q-tip.

(ii) Residue removed by plasma washing in 02 plasma at 0.6 mm

pressure and 150 Watts RF power for 5 minutes.

p ----- '
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(iii) Rinsed in isopropyl alcohol for 2 minutes.

(iv) Rinsed in DI H2 0 for 2 minutes.

(v) Etched in concentrated HC1 for 1 minute.

(vi) Rinsed in DI H2 0 for 2 minutes.

(vii) Blown dry with filtered N2 .

6. Annealing of implantation.
@

(i) 2000 A of SO02 deposited on both sides of wafers by

/ reactivr; sputtering in 35% 02 in Argon at 400 Watts RF

power for 30 minutes.

(ii) Implants annealed at 850*C, in forming-gas for:

Wafer #BlW1G: 30 minutes

Wa•"er #B2WlG: 15 minutes

7. Ohmic contact window lithography.

M (i) AZ1350 Spun at 5000 RPM for 40 seconds.

(ii) Soft baked at 85*C fc" 30 minutes.

(iii) Mask MCW-2 aligned and exposed for 12 seconds.

:-• (iv) Developed in (5:1) H2 0:DEV for 40 seconds.

(v) Rinsed in DI water for 2 minutes.

(vi) Blown &-y in filtered N2 .
(v'i) Postbaked at 85*C for 30 minutes.

(viii) SiO2 etched for 2 minutes i.n 10% buffered HF.

(ix) Si3N4 etched in CF4 plasma at 100 Watts RF power for

2 minutes.

(x) Resist stripped by soaking-in acetone and scrubbing.

(xi) Resist residues removed by washing in 02 plasma at 0.6 mm

pressure and 100 Watts RF power and for 5 minutes.

4~]
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8. Ohmic contact metal lithography.

(1) AZ1350 spun at 2500 RPM for 40 seconds.

(ii) Prebaked at 85*C for 15 minutes.

(iii) Mask HCM-3 aligned and exposed for 15 seconds.

(iv) Soaked in chlorobenzene for 5 minutes.

(v) Blown dry with filtered H2 .

(vi) Developed in (5:1) H2 0:DEV solution for 70 seconds.

(vii) Rinsed in DI H2 0 for 2 minutes.

(viii) Postbaked at 85*C for 30 minutes.

(ix) Unwanted metal removed by liftoff in hot acetone followed

by ultrasound agitation.

(x) Resist residues removed by washing in 02 plasma.

9. Formation of ohmic contacts.

(i) Sintering furnace temperature set at 450 0 C.

(ii) Contacts alloyed for 2.5 minutes.

10. Source/drain metal lithography.

(i) AZ1350 spun at 2500 RPM for 30 seconds.

(ii) Prebaked at 85°C for 15 minutes.

(iii) Mask MMC-4 aligned and exposed for 15 seconds.

(iv) Soaked in chlorobenzene for 5 minutes and blown dry with

filtered N2 .

(v) Developed in (5:1) H2 0:DEV for 60 seconds.

(vi) Rinsed in DI H2 0 and blown dry.

(vii) Postbaked at 850C for 30 minutes.

11. Source/drain metal deposition.

(i) Wafers loaded into evaporator and system evacuated to

-62 x 10 Torr.
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(ii) 200 A of nickel evaporated.

* .,* (ii) 1000 A of gold evaporated.

(iv) Unwanted metal removed by liftoff in hot acetone followed

by ultrasound agitation.

"(v) Resist residues removed in 02 plasma at 100 W for 5 minutes.

FABRICATION PROCESS TYPE 2

1. GaAs surface prepared as in 1-1 above.

.mrnplant window lithography.

(i) Wafers baked at 180°C for 1 hour.

(ii) HPR-206 spun at 5000 RPM for 30 seconds.

(iii) Soft baked at 105°C for 30 minutes

(iv) Mask MSD-l exposed for 10 seconds.

(v) Developed in (1:1) H20:DEV solution for 20 seconds.

(vi) Rinsed in DI H120 for 2 minutes.

. (vii) Blown dry and postbaked at 125*C for 30 minutes.

. (viii) GaAs slightly etched for 2 minutes in:

DI H 20 100 parts

H 2s04 1 part

HO0 1 part
2 2

3. Wafers implanted with Si at 100 keV and a dose of I0 13 cm2-

4. Si 3 N4 cap deposition.

(i) Resist stripped in 02 plasma at 0.6 mm pressure and 150 Watts

RF power for 10 minutes.

(ii) Rinsed in isopropyl alcohol for 2 minutes.

(iii) Rinsed in DI H120 for 2 minutes.

." r..........

.-. *.j*,-
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(iv) Etched in concentrated HC1 for 1 minute.

(v) Rinsed in DI H2 0 for 2 minutes.

(vi) Blown dry in filtered N2 .

(vii) 1000 1 of Si 3 N4 deposited on front surface by plasma CVD.

5. 2000 1 SiO2 cap deposited on both sides of wafers by reactive sputtering j
of silicon in 35% 02 in Argon at 20 milliTorr and 403 Watts RF power.

6. Ion implants annealed at 850*C for 15 minutes.

7. SiO2 layer removed by etching in 10% HF in M H4 F solution for 1.5 minutes.

8. Formation of ohmic contact windows.

(i) Wafers baked for 30 minutes at 180°c.

(ii) AZ1350J spun at 2500 RPM for 40 seconds.

(iii) Soft baked for 20 minutes at 85*C.

(iv) Mask MCW-2 eligned and exposed for 10 seconds.

(v) Soaked in chlorobenzene for 5 minutes.

(vi) Developed in (5:1) H2 0:DEV solution for 70 seconds.

(vii) Rinsed in DI H20 for 2 minutes.

(viii) Blown dry with filtered N2 .

(ix) Postbaked 30 minutes at 85*C.

(x) Si3N4 etched for 2 minutes in CF4 plasma at 100 Watts RF

power.

9. Ohmic contact metal deposited as described in 1-8 above.

10. Contacts alloyed as described in 1-9 above.

11. Source/drain metal lithography.

(i) AZ1350 spun at 2500 RPM for 40 seconds.

(ii) Soft baked at 85%C for 15 minutes.

(iii) Mask MCM-3 aligned and exposed for 10 minutes.
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(iv) Mask for MMC-4 aligned and exposed for 10 seconds.
.4

(v) Soaked in chlorobenzene for 5 minutes.

(v') Blown dry with filtered N2 .

(vii) Developed in (5:1) H2 0:DEV solution for 70 seconds.

(viii) Rinsed in DI H 0 for 2 minutes.
2

(ix) Blown dry with filtered N2 .*

(x) Postbaked at 85*C for 30 minutes.

12. Source/drain nickel deposition.

(M) Wafers lcnded Itto evaporator and system evaluated to

2 x 10

(ii) 600 . of nickel evaporated.

(iii) Excess metal removed by liftoff in hot acetone followed by

ultrasound agitation.

(iv) Rinsed in hot isopropyl alcohol followed by cold isopropyl

alcohol dip.

(v) Resist residues removed in 02 plasma for 5 minutes at 150

Watts RF power.

(vi) Wafers baked for 30 minutes at 180C,-

13. Steps in 12 above were repeated for 0.5 vm aluminum to give a thick

contact metal suitable for bonding purposes.

1.W
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